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Abstract
In this thesis, we propose different probabilistic latent variable mod-
els to identify and capture the hidden structure present in commonly
studied genomics datasets. We start by investigating how to cor-
rect for unwanted correlations due to hidden confounding factors in
gene expression data. This is particularly important in expression
quantitative trait loci (eQTL) studies, where the goal is to identify
associations between genetic variants and gene expression levels. We
start with a na¨ıve approach, which estimates the latent factors from
the gene expression data alone, ignoring the genetics, and we show
that it leads to a loss of signal in the data. We then highlight how,
thanks to the formulation of our model as a probabilistic model, it is
straightforward to modify it in order to take into account the specific
properties of the data. In particular, we show that in the na¨ıve ap-
proach the latent variables ”explain away” the genetic signal, and that
this problem can be avoided by jointly inferring these latent variables
while taking into account the genetic information. We then extend
this, so far additive, model to additionally detect interactions between
the latent variables and the genetic markers. We show that this leads
to a better reconstruction of the latent space and that it helps dis-
secting latent variables capturing general confounding factors (such
as batch effects) from those capturing environmental factors involved
in genotype-by-environment interactions. Finally, we investigate the
effects of misspecifications of the noise model in genetic studies, show-
ing how the probabilistic framework presented so far can be easily ex-
tended to automatically infer non-linear monotonic transformations of
the data such that the common assumption of Gaussian distributed
residuals is respected.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years, technological advantages in high-throughput genotyping have
allowed researchers to measure with increasing precision thousands to millions
of common and rare genetic variants. At the same time, advances in high-
throughput sequencing of molecular traits and the digitization of clinical charts
have greatly increased the number of phenotypes that can be investigated.
Despite the wealth of measurements available, transforming all the available
data into useful biological knowledge is still challenging and there’s a significant
demand for advanced methods that can successfully incorporate all the informa-
tion available. This is particularly true for genetic association studies, which are
the main focus of this thesis.
The objective of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) is to find a link
between changes in the genotype (single nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs) and
changes in the phenotype of a set of individuals. This apparently simple task is
complicated by the vast number of potential associations, the underlying spar-
sity of the set of causal associations, and by the relatively small sample sizes
of many current studies. For this reason, in recent years there has been inter-
est in gathering larger datasets with thousands of individuals, with the aim of
eventually analyzing millions of individuals. While this has helped greatly in
increasing statistical power, it has also generated new modelling challenges due
to the introduction of additional structured (e.g. non i.i.d) noise in the data.
Two of the main main sources of structured noise in GWAS are population
structure and environmental factors. Both of these confounders introduce cor-
1
relation between individuals, violating the assumption of independence across
samples in GWAS and producing a loss of power and an increase in the number
of false positives. In the case of population structure, this correlation is due to
the shared genetic background between two individuals belonging to the same
family or population. In the case of environmental factors, this correlation is due
to exposure to similar environments, such as cigarette smoke, pollution or diet.
Another common assumption in GWAS is that the noise is Gaussian dis-
tributed. This is not always true on real world datasets, so it’s common practice
to apply transformations to phenotypes to make them as Gaussian as possible.
For instance, if the scale of the phenotype spans several orders of magnitude, it
is common to apply a log-transformation as a preprocessing step and perform
genetic analyses on this new scale. Log transformations can also be appropriate
when the phenotypic measurement is defined as the ratio between a foreground
and a background signal, such as in gene expression measurements from mi-
croarrays or when analyzing composite phenotypes (e.g. the ratio between total
cholesterol and high density lipoprotein). Nonetheless, the set of transformations
that are being used in genetic studies goes far beyond just log transformations
and no single transformation can be considered a universal solution.
In the rest of this thesis we are going we are going to propose novel methods to
tackle these problems using a specific family of probabilistic models called latent
variable models.
1.1 Probabilistic latent variable models
Latent variable models are a popular class of mathematical models that aims to
extract the hidden structure present in a data set [Bishop, 1998]. The idea behind
these models is that there are some latent factors, either continuous or discrete,
that influence the observable variables, thus introducing correlations betweeen
them.
Given some observed data Y ∈ RN×D, the goal of a latent variable model
is to embed these observations in a lower dimensional space X ∈ RN×Q where
Q < D. From a probabilistic standpoint, this is equivalent to expressing the
distribution over the observed variables p(Y) using a smaller number of latent
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variables X. Following the presentation in Bishop [1998], we start from the joint
distribution p(Y,X) and refactor it in terms of the marginal distribution over the
latent variables p(X) and and the conditional distribution p(Y |X). Assuming
that the conditional distribution factorizes across dimensions, we have
p(Y,X) = p(X)
D∏
j=1
p(y:,j |X). (1.1)
This factorization property is really an assumption of conditional indepen-
dence, and it’s equivalent to saying that the observed variables y:,1, . . . ,y:,j are
independent given X. Sometimes this assumption is not true and is necessary
to adjust the model accordingly, for instance by conditioning on other relevant
variables (see for example Chapters 2 and 3, where we condition both on latent
factors and on observed genetic data). Next, we express p(Y |X) as a noisy
mapping from the latent space to the observed space, or equivalently
Y = f(X; W) + , (1.2)
where f(X; W) is a function of the latent variables with parameters W and 
is a random noise term. The definition of the model can then be completed by
specifying the prior distribution over the noise term p(), the latent variables
p(X) and the mapping function f(X; W).
Interestingly, many popular dimensionality reduction techniques can be cast
under this framework by simply choosing different probabilities distributions and
mapping functions. For instance, principal component analysis (PCA), a dimen-
sionality reduction technique which seeks a lower dimensionally embedding where
the projected variance of the data is maximized [Bishop, 1998; Hotelling, 1933]
can be interpreted as a probabilistic latent variable model (probabilistic PCA,
PPCA). In PPCA [Roweis and Ghahramani, 1999; Tipping and Bishop, 1999]
the mapping f(X; W) is chosen to be linear so that
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Y = XW + . (1.3)
The noise model is drawn from N(0, σ2I) and the prior over the latent vari-
ables is chosen to be a standard multivariate Gaussian N(0, I). Factor analysis
[Basilevsky, 2009; Knott and Bartholomew, 1999] can also be presented in a simi-
lar way by allowing the noise distribution to be non-isotropic ( ∼ N(0,Ψ), where
Ψ is a diagonal matrix).
In this thesis, we are going to focus mainly on two methods for latent variable
modelling: Gaussian process latent variable models (GP-LVMs) [Lawrence, 2005]
and warped Gaussian processes [Snelson et al., 2004]. In GP-LVMs, a Gaussian
process prior is placed over the function f(X; W), resulting in Gaussian process
mappings from a latent space X to an observed data space Y. If the GP prior is
chosen to be linear, the resulting model is equivalent to probabilistic PCA; if it’s
not linear, the model can be used to perform non-linear dimensionality reduction.
Similarly to GP-LVMs, warped Gaussian processes also allow non-linear functions
f(X; W), but instead of choosing a GP prior, they assume a specific parametric
form for the mapping function.
1.2 Genome-wide association studies
Throughout this thesis, we focus our attention on genome-wide association studies
(GWAS). In this type of study, the strength of a potential relationship between a
single nucleotide polymorphism and a phenotype is quantified using a statistical
model.
Given a phenotype y ∈ RN×1 and genotypes S ∈ RN×K , the simplest approach
that can be used to assess this relationship is linear regression. In this model, the
phenotype is seen a linear function of the genotype corrupted by noise. For an
individual n and a single nucleotide polymorphism k, the phenotype yn is given
by
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yn = µ+ sn,kvk + n, (1.4)
where µ is a bias term shared across samples, vk is a regression weight and n is
noise independently sampled from a Gaussian distribution with variance σ2. The
likelihood of this model can be written as
P (y |S) =
N∏
n=1
N(yn |µ+ sn,kvk, σ2). (1.5)
To assess the strength of the association between each SNP and the phenotype,
the model just described is compared to a model that assumes that the SNP has
no effect on y (vk = 0):
P (y) =
N∏
n=1
N(yn |µ, σ2). (1.6)
Sections 2.2.4 and 3.2.3 provide more details on how the model comparison
and hypothesis testing are performed.
1.2.1 Expression Quantitative Trait Loci Studies
Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) studies are a particular type of GWAS
where the phenotype consists of gene expression levels. The aim in this case is
to identify which genetic variants lead to changes in expression levels between
different individuals. In the simplest case, it’s possible to use the same linear
model with Gaussian noise presented in the last section, with the only difference
being the fact that the target variable is not a vector of size N but rather a matrix
of size N ×D, where D is the number of genes.
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P (Y |S) =
D∏
d=1
N∏
n=1
N(yn,d |µ+ sn,kvk,d, σ2). (1.7)
This simple model makes two independence assumptions. First, the SNPs are
typically treated as independent, even if in reality they are correlated for instance
because of linkage disequilibrium and population structure. This assumption is
often reasonable in practice [Kang et al., 2010; Lippert et al., 2011], especially if
the task is to simply identify associated variants, rather than identifying causal
variants, predicting risk or performing heritability estimation. The second as-
sumption, the independence of the noise across individuals, is often not valid in
practice. This is mostly due to the fact that gene expression levels are easily in-
fluenced by a multitude of non-genetic factors such as environmental effects (diet,
lifestyle, etc.) [Balding et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2007] and techical effects (lab
conditions, type of reagents, etc.) [Locke et al., 2003; Plagnol et al., 2008]. These
factors cause the gene expression levels of groups of genes to be (or appear to
be) jointly upregulated or downregulated. In turn, these causes different samples
to be correlated through the, often unknown, factor that caused such a change
in the gene expression levels. To better understand this point, imagine to have
a cohort of 10 patients, 5 of which are vegetarians and 5 of which are not. If
we analyzed their gene expression levels from peripheral blood and computed the
correlation between each pair of individuals based on their gene expression levels,
it’s likely that we would find that pairs of individual that are both vegeterians
are more correlated than pairs composed of vegeterians and non-vegetarians. If
we don’t have any information about the diet of the patients we are analyzing
(i.e. their diet is a latent variable), this will act as a source of structured (i.e.
non-diagonal) noise that violates the assumption of indipendence across samples.
One way to account for the confounding influence of these unobserved factors
is to exploit the fact that they affect multiple gene expression levels at once.
Indeed, the approaches proposed so far to correct for confounding factors in eQTL
studies can be broadly grouped in two categories: approaches that are based on
linear mixed models and condition on all the measured expression levels [Kang
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et al., 2008a; Listgarten et al., 2010], and approaches that are based on latent
variable models and estimate these latent variables from the gene expression levels
[Fusi et al., 2012, 2013; Leek and Storey, 2007; Stegle et al., 2010, 2012].
Two prominent examples of models belonging to the first category are ICE
[Kang et al., 2008a] and eLMM [Listgarten et al., 2010]. They are both based on
linear mixed models and the basic idea is to go from the model with just a fixed
effect (the effect of the SNP) and diagonal noise:
P (Y |S) =
D∏
d=1
N(yd |µ+ skvk,d, σ2I), (1.8)
to a mixed model with the same fixed effect and a random effect K = YY>
that is obtained by conditioning on all the genes
P (Y |S) =
D∏
d=1
N(yd |µ+ skvk,d,K + σ2I). (1.9)
One drawback of these models, examined in more detail in Chapter 2, is that
in the case of extensive genetic co-regulation of groups of genes, the choice of
conditioning on all the gene expression levels can result in explaining away most
of the genetic signal present in the data.
An alternative modelling approach consists in trying to explicitly reconstruct
the unobserved confounding factors using latent variable models. Examples of
methods belonging to this category include SVA [Leek and Storey, 2007], PEER
[Stegle et al., 2010, 2012], PANAMA (Chapter 2) and LIMMI (Chapter 3).
The simplest of these models, SVA, is based on a principal component analysis
of the gene expression levels. In probabilistic terms, SVA can be summarized as
P (Y |S) =
D∏
d=1
N(yd |µ+ skvk,d + Xwd, σ2I), (1.10)
where X ∈ RN×Q is a matrix of latent variables and W ∈ RQ×D is a matrix of
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regression weights. PEER is very similar to SVA, but rather than being based on
PCA, it’s based on factor analysis. One problem with these two models is that in
estimating the latent variables, they only use the gene expression levels. Again,
in the case of extensive genetic co-regulation, these models are likely to mistake
genetic signal for confounding noise. This happens because they ignore all the
genetic information while estimating the latent variables. PANAMA and LIMMI
(Chapters 2 and 3) solve this problem by conditioning on the genetic informa-
tion while estimating the latent variables. The difference between PANAMA and
LIMMI is that while the first is an additive linear model, the second one addition-
ally accounts for multiplicative interactions between the estimated environmental
effects and the genetic variables.
1.3 Outline
The focus of chapters 2 and 3 is on eQTL studies. In chapter 2 we propose
an approach for estimating and correcting for hidden confounders, leading to
a remarkable increase in power to detect associations. Importantly, we propose
joint model that takes into account prominent genetic regulators while estimating
the latent variables, and thus avoids “explaining away” genetic signal using the
latent variables.
In Chapter 3 we consider the problem of identifying interactions between the
genotype and the phenotype that have a regulatory effect on gene expression
levels. While this can be done with existing methods, these approaches require
a complete control of the environment and careful experimental design. Given
that it’s extremely difficult to completely control the environmental factors of
human subjects, these requirements that can really be fully respected only when
considering model organisms. For this reason, we use the insights gained in
Chapter 2 to estimate unmeasured or unknown environmental factors from the
gene expression alone. While in Chapter 2 the emphasis was on correcting for
the effect of both the environment and batch effects, in Chapter 3 we focus
on estimating the environmental component and identifying interactions between
these hidden factors and the genotype. As shown in the experiments, our method
is able to accurately reconstruct environmental factors and their interactions with
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genotype in a variety of settings. In particular, in real data from yeast, our results
suggest that interactions with both known and unknown environmental factors
significantly contribute to gene expression variability.
In Chapter 4 we focus our attention on genome-wide association studies on
univariate phenotypes. One of the fundamental assumptions of all the models typ-
ically used in association studies is that the residuals are Gaussian distributed.
Here, we show that this leads to significant losses of power in genome-wide asso-
ciation studies and biases in parameter estimation, leading to wrong heritability
estimates. Typical approaches to mitigate this problem consisted in performing
a pre-processing transformation of the phenotypic data (e.g. applying a log-
transform). However, choosing a “good” transformation is challenging because
of the need to manually define a set of transformations, and then try each one
out, without any objective way of selecting one over the other. In Chapter 4
we comprehensively address this important problem by introducing a principled
statistical model to infer these transformations from the data itself. In extensive
synthetic and real experiments, we find up to twofold increases in GWAS power,
reduced bias in heritability estimation of up to 30%, and significantly increased
accuracy in phenotype prediction.
1.4 Software
Scientific publications are only part of the expected output of a research project,
in particular when the aim is to produce novel methods to be used by other
scientists. For this reason, we made all the software and related resources avail-
able to other researchers. In particular, during the development of the meth-
ods described in this thesis we have contributed to the development of a gen-
eral purpose Gaussian process library (GPy) which is freely available online
at https://github.com/SheffieldML/GPy/. Implementations of the methods
described in Chapters 2 and 3 are available in online source control reposi-
tories (https://github.com/PMBio/envGPLVM) and on the python package in-
dex (https://pypi.python.org/pypi/panama), where they have been down-
loaded on average more than 700 times every month. An implementation of the
method described in Chapter 4 and all of the analysis scripts are available online
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(https://github.com/PMBio/warpedLMM).
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Chapter 2
Joint modelling of confounding
factors and genetic regulators
The material presented in this chapter is joint work with Oliver Stegle and
Neil Lawrence, and has been published in “Joint Modelling of Confounding
Factors and Prominent Genetic Regulators Provides Increased Accuracy in
Genetical Genomics Studies” [Fusi et al., 2012].
2.1 Overview
Genome-wide analysis of the regulatory role of polymorphic loci on gene expres-
sion has been carried out in a range of different study designs and biological
systems. For example, association mapping in human has uncovered an abun-
dance of associations between a gene and neighboring SNPs (also known as cis
associations) that contribute to the variation of a third of all human genes [Stegle
et al., 2010; Stranger et al., 2007]. In segregating yeast strains, linkage studies
have revealed extensive genetic regulation controlled by SNPs far away from the
gene being regulated (also known as trans associations), with a few regulatory
hotspots controlling the expression profiles of tens or hundreds of genes [Brem
et al., 2002; Smith and Kruglyak, 2008].
Despite the success of such expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) stud-
ies, it has also become clear that the analysis of these data comes along with
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non-trivial statistical hurdles [McCarthy et al., 2008]. Different types of external
confounding factors, including environment or technical influences, can substan-
tially alter the outcome of an eQTL scan. Unobserved confounders can both
obscure true association signals and create new spurious associations that are
false [Kang et al., 2008a; Leek and Storey, 2007].
Suitable data preprocessing, or careful design of randomized studies are help-
ful measures to avoid confounders in the first place [Churchill, 2002], however
they rarely rule out confounding influences entirely. It is also relatively straight-
forward to account for those factors that are known and measured. For example,
it is standard procedure to include covariates such as age and gender in the analy-
sis [Balding et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2007]. Similarly, the effect of populational
relatedness between samples, a confounding effect that is observed or can be re-
liably estimated form the genotype data [Kang et al., 2008b, 2010], is usually
included in the model. However, other factors, including subtle environmental
or technical influences, often remain unknown to the experimenter, but still need
to be accounted for. Their potential impact has previously been characterized in
multiple studies; for example Plagnol et al. [Plagnol et al., 2008] and Locke et
al. [Locke et al., 2003] showed that virtually any aspect of sample handling can
impact the analysis.
The goal of this chapter is to present an integrated probabilistic model,
PANAMA, to address these shortcoming of established approaches. PANAMA
learns a dictionary of confounding factors from the observed expression profiles
while accounting for the effect of loci with a pronounced trans regulatory effect,
thereby avoiding overlaps between true genetic association signals and the covari-
ance structure induced by the learnt confounders. As shown in sections 2.4 and
2.3, this results in a remarkable improvement in accuracy in the detection of both
cis and trans effects.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, the statistical
model underlying PANAMA is presented. In section 2.3, the proposed model is
compared to existing approaches on a realistic simulated dataset, while section
2.4 contains extensive experimental validation on several real-world datasets. Sec-
tion 2.5 gives insight into the limitations of current methods to account for con-
founders that help to understand the relationship between confounding variation,
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cis regulation and trans effects.
2.1.1 Related Work
Several computational methods have been developed to account for unknown con-
founding variation within eQTL analyses [Kang et al., 2008a; Leek and Storey,
2007; Listgarten et al., 2010; Stegle et al., 2010, 2012]. A common assumption
these methods built on is that confounders are prone to exhibit broad effects,
influencing large fractions of the measured gene expression levels. This charac-
teristic has been exploited to learn the profile of hidden confounders using models
that are related to PCA [Leek and Storey, 2007; Stegle et al., 2010, 2012]. Once
learnt, these factors can then be included in the analysis analogously to known
covariates. Another branch of methods avoids recovering the hidden factors ex-
plicitly, instead correcting for the correlation structure they induce between the
samples [Kang et al., 2008a; Listgarten et al., 2010]. Here, the inter-sample cor-
relation is estimated from the expression profiles first, to then account for its
influence in an association scan using mixed linear models. Both types of meth-
ods have been applied in a number of studies. Advantages versus naive analysis
include better-calibrated test statistics [Listgarten et al., 2010] and improved re-
producibility of hits between independent studies [Kang et al., 2008a]. Perhaps
most strikingly, statistical methods to correct for hidden confounders have also
been shown to substantially increase the power to detect eQTLs, increasing the
number of significant cis associations by up to 3-fold [Nica et al., 2011; Stegle
et al., 2010].
2.2 Methods
While improved sensitivity to detect cis-acting eQTLs is an important and nec-
essary step, we expect that even more valuable insights can be gained from those
loci that regulate multiple target genes in trans. The interest in these regula-
tory hotspots has been tremendous in recent years, but limited reproducibility
between studies has been a concern (see for example the discussion in Breitling
et al. [2008]). While accurately accounting for confounding factors is necessary
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for an accurate and reproducible identification of regulatory associations, sta-
tistical overlap between confounding factors and true association signals from
downstream effects can hamper the identification and fitting of confounders. For
example, methods that merely accounts for broad variance components, such as
PCA, are doomed to fail. If the effect size of trans regulatory hotspots is large
enough, they induce a correlation structure that is similar to the one caused by
confounding factors. Both in the case of a confounding factor and a regulatory
hotspot, multiple gene expression levels co-vary jointly. Techniques, such as PCA,
that are designed to simply extract the latent variables that explain the most vari-
ance in the data, cannot discriminate between a latent factor and a true genetic
regulator.As a result, true trans regulators tend to be mistaken for confounders
and are erroneously explained away.
The statistical model underlying our algorithm is simple and computationally
tractable for large eQTL datasets. PANAMA is based on the framework of mixed
linear models, and combines the advantages of factor-based methods, such as
PCA, SVA [Leek and Storey, 2007] or PEER [Stegle et al., 2010, 2012] with
methods that estimate the implicit covariance structure induced by confounding
variation [Kang et al., 2010; Listgarten et al., 2010]. The model is fully automated
and can be easily adapted to include additional observed confounding sources of
variation, such as population structure or known covariates.
The statistical model underlying PANAMA assumes additive contributions
from true genetic effects and hidden confounding factors. Briefly, this linear model
expresses the gene expression of gene d measured in N individuals as the sum of
weighted contributions from a set of K SNPs S = {s1, . . . , sK}, where each sK is
an N dimensional vector. There are also Q latent confounders X = {x1, . . . ,xQ},
where again each xQ is a N dimensional vector, as well as a mean term µd and a
noise term d (See Figure 2.1a)
yd = µd +
K∑
k=1
vk,dsk +
Q∑
q=1
wd,qxq + d.
Neither the regression weights wd,q nor the profiles of the confounding factors xq
are known a priori and hence need to be learnt from the expression data. Param-
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Figure 2.1: (a) Effects of causal factors on gene expression variation that are
accounted for by PANAMA. (b) PANAMA applied to the yeast eQTL dataset.
Jointly learned trans regulators identified by PANAMA are highlighted in red. (c)
Illustration of the difference between conventional approaches that assume orthog-
onality of confounding factors and genetic signals (lower figure) and PANAMA,
allowing to disentangle causal signals from confounders despite overlaps.
eter inference in PANAMA is done in the mixed model framework [Kang et al.,
2010; Lippert et al., 2011]. In this hierarchical model, the regression weights
of the hidden factors are marginalized out, yielding a covariance structure in a
multivariate Gaussian model to capture the effect of confounders. Intuitively,
the objective during learning in PANAMA is to explain the empirical correla-
tion structure between samples shared across genes by the state of the hidden
factors. In the presence of extensive trans regulation this approach leads to over-
correction, running the risk of explaining away true genetic association signals.
To circumvent this side effect, PANAMA also includes a subset of all SNPs in
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the model, resulting in a more complete covariance structure that satisfies an ap-
propriate balance between explaining confounding variation and preserving true
genetic signals (Figure 2.1b,c). In this approach, the variance contribution of few
major signal SNPs and the state of the hidden factors are then jointly estimated.
Moreover, an appropriate number of hidden factors is determined automatically
during learning. As a result, PANAMA is statistically robust and inference of
hidden factors is feasible without manual setting of any tuning parameters.
2.2.1 Model overview
PANAMA is based on an additive linear model, accounting for effects from K
observed SNPs S = (s1, . . . , sK) and contributions from a dictionary of Q hidden
factors X = (x1, . . . ,xQ). The resulting generative model for D gene expression
levels Y = (y1, . . . ,yD) can then be cast as
Y = µ+ SV + XW + . (2.1)
We assume that expression levels and SNPs are observed in each of n = 1, . . . , N
individuals, µ = (µ1, . . . , µD) is a vector of gene-specific mean effects and 
denotes Gaussian distributed observation noise, n,d ∼ N(0, σ2e). The matrices
V and W represent the weights for the SNP effects and hidden factor effects
respectively. To improve parameter estimation, we introduce a hierarchy on the
weights of genetic influences and hidden factors in Equation (2.1). We marginalize
out the effect of the latent factors, X and a subset of the SNPs with a strong
regulatory role (see Section 2.2.3 for more details), resulting in a mixed linear
model. We choose independent Gaussian priors for the factors weights wq and
the weights of respective SNPs vk
p(W) =
Q∏
q=1
N
(
wq
∣∣0, α2qI) ,
p(V) =
K∏
k=1
N
(
vk
∣∣0, β2kI) ,
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The variance parameters for each factor α2q and each SNP β
2
k modulate the rele-
vance of the corresponding regulatory variables.
Integrating over the weights W and V yields the marginal likelihood that
factorizes across genes
p(Y |X,Θ) =
D∏
d=1
N
(
yd
∣∣∣∣∣0,
K∑
k=1
β2ksks
T
k +
Q∑
q=1
α2qxqx
T
q + σ
2
eI
)
. (2.2)
For notational convenience we dropped the mean term µ, since it’s always possible
to renormalize the data such that each gene has mean 0, and we have defined
Θ = {{β2k}, {α2q}, σ2e} as the set of all hyperparameters of the model.
In addition to marginalising out the factors weights wq, it could also be de-
sirable to marginalise out the latent variables X themselves. Unfortunately, this
leads to an intractable marginal likelihood. Titsias and Lawrence [2010] (see
also [Hensman et al., 2013] for a different derivation) have proposed a variational
approach in which the likelihood has the form of a reduced rank Gaussian process.
Known covariates If available, additional covariates can directly be included
in the background covariance structure from Equation (2.2)
p(Y |X,Θ) =
D∏
d=1
N
(
yd
∣∣∣∣∣0,
K∑
k=1
β2ksks
T
k +
Q∑
q=1
α2qxqx
T
q + γ
2K0 + σ
2
eI
)
, (2.3)
where K0 denotes the covariance induced by these additional covariates and γ
2 the
corresponding scaling parameter. Examples for possible choices of this covariance
include the covariance induced by a fixed covariate vectors, i.e. K0 = cc
T or a
kinship matrix that accounts for the genetic relatedness (see for example Kang
et al. [2010] and Listgarten et al. [2010]).
2.2.2 Model fitting
Parameter learning, i.e. determining the most probable state of the hyperpa-
rameters Θ and the latent factors X, can be carried out using a straightforward
maximum likelihood approach (Equation (2.2))
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{Θˆ, Xˆ} = argmax
Θ,X
ln p(Y |S,X,Θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
L
L = −ND
2
ln 2pi − D
N
ln|Σ| − 1
2
tr(Σ−1YY>), (2.4)
where the covariance Σ implicitly depends on the model parameters X and Θ.
Analytical expression for the gradients of the objective function with respect to
particular a particular element of the parameter set θi can be determined in closed
form
∂L
∂θi
=
∂L
∂Σ
∂Σ
∂θi
=
(
Σ−1YY>Σ−1 −GΣ−1) ∂Σ
∂θi
, (2.5)
where ∂Σ
∂θi
is the matrix derivative of the covariance with respect to a particular
parameter. The objective function and gradients can be used in combination
with a gradient-based optimizer such as the limited memory BFGS algorithm
(L-BFGS, see [Byrd et al., 1995]). Complete details on parameter inference in
Gaussian process models can be found elsewhere [Lawrence, 2005; Rasmussen and
Williams, 2006].
In practical applications of PANAMA, this model fitting (Equation (2.4)) is
not carried out with the set of all genome-wide SNPs included in Equation (2.1),
because the number of weight parameters β2k for each SNP would be prohibitive.
Only those genetic regulators with strong effects on multiple genes do play a
role during the estimation of hidden factors and thus need to be accounted for.
Our inference scheme determines the set of relevant regulators in an iterative
procedure.
The number of hidden factors to be learnt, Q is not set a priori and instead
Q is set to a sufficiently large value. During the optimization, the individual
variance parameters for each factors, α2q , automatically determine an appropriate
number of effective factors, switching off unused ones. See Section 2.2.5 for a
discussion.
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2.2.3 Iterative learning of the complete model
The presentation so far neglects a strategy to identify regulatory SNPs to be
accounted for in the covariance structure (Equation (2.2)). Accounting for the
complete set in the covariance is computationally infeasible and difficult to iden-
tify statistically, because the number of relevance parameters αk typically exceeds
the number of samples. Here, we suggest an iterative procedure, where only key
regulators that are essential to accurately estimate the hidden factors are included
during learning. In each iteration we add the SNPs that are most overlapping
with the span of the current latent dimensionality, as defined by a linear asso-
ciation test between all latent factors and SNPs. As a convergence criterion we
use a q-value [Storey and Tibshirani, 2003] cutoff for statistical significance of
the association scan between factors and SNPs. In the following, we refer to this
cutoff as FDR addition cutoff. While there is no guarantee that this algoritm
(also outlined in Algorithm 1) will converge after selecting a subset of SNPs, in
the worst case the algorithm will select all the SNPs for inclusion into the model,
simply increasing the time needed to train it. In practice, we found that this
procedure always terminates after selecting a small subset of SNPs and that the
number of SNPs selected depends on the FDR cutoff. The empirical stability of
this procedure for different FDR cutoffs is evaluated on simulated data in section
2.3.
2.2.4 Mixed model testing approaches
Once the confounding-correcting covariance structure is determined from the
maximum likelihood solution of Equation (2.4), significance testing can be carried
out in the framework of mixed linear models. In an LMM, the trained covariance
structure effectively acts as a random effect background model to account for
non-genetic confounding variation. Given the covariance structure, it’s possible
to perform a likelihood ratio test to determine the strength of an association be-
tween a SNP and a gene. This type of test is potentially expensive because it
requires an inversion of the covariance matrix for each test. Fortunately, several
efficient approaches that avoid this problem have been proposed before [Kang
et al., 2008b, 2010; Lippert et al., 2011]. The association between a SNP k and
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Input: Matrix Y of individuals × genes, matrix S of individuals × SNPs
Output: Final covariance structure Σ
initialize I = ∅;
Estimate initial latent dimensionality from PCA Q = PCA(Y, 95%);
X = PCA(Y, Q) +N(0, 1);
t = 1;
Initialise genetic regulators empty It = {};
repeatupdate {θK,X}:
(θ∗K,X
∗) = argmax
X,θK p(Y |S,X,θK, It) ; /* optimise covariance
*/
k∗, q∗ = argmaxk,q LODk,q(sk,xq) ; /* scan factor-SNP
associations */
if LODk∗,q∗ significant (qv <FDR addition cutoff) then
It+1 = It ∪ {k∗} ; /* add overlapping SNP to covariance */
end
t = t+ 1
until It = It+1;
Algorithm 1: Algorithm summary of the iterative learning in performed in
PANAMA. SNPs that overlap with current estimate of the hidden factors
(X) are greedily included in the covariance structure until convergence is
reached.
gene d to be tested is treated as fixed effect, allowing to construct a likelihood
ratio statistics of the form
LODd,k = log
N (yd | θsk, σ2kK + σ2eI)
N (yd | 0, σ2kK + σ2eI)
. (2.6)
where σ2k and σ
2
e weight the respective distribution of the confounding covari-
ance K and additive noise contributions, which are refitted for every test. The
confounding covariance matrix K is derived from components of the complete co-
variance Σ of the fitted PANAMA model (Equation (2.2)), with different choices
corresponding to alternative correction strategies. Computationally, the likeli-
hood ratio tests (Equation (2.6)) can be efficiently implemented using recently
proposed computational tricks [Lippert et al., 2011], allowing for application to
large-scale genomic data.
In PANAMA, this correction covariance structure K only accounts for the
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confounding factors, excluding the genetic regulators (See Equation (2.2))
K =
Q∑
q=1
α2qxqx
T
q .
Alternatively, in PANAMAtrans, also correcting for the trans factors, the covari-
ance also includes trans regulators
Ktrans =
K∑
k=1
β2ksks
T
k +
Q∑
q=1
α2qxqx
T
q .
PANAMAtrans accounts for the putative confounding influence of broad variance
components that do have a genetic basis. While these are not confounding per se,
accounting for their effect may increase the power for identifying smaller effects
that are otherwise overshadowed.
Efficient mixed model implementations Several computational advances
have been presented to efficiently carry out the mixed model tests for all SNP/gene
pairs (Equation (2.6)) [Kang et al., 2008b, 2010; Lippert et al., 2011]. In the soft-
ware implementation that accompanies PANAMA, we follow the route taken in
most recent development, allowing for exact inference while retaining linear-time
complexity in the number of samples per test [Lippert et al., 2011]. Similar to
what done in EMMAX [Kang et al., 2010], we carry out a single cubical decom-
position of the full-rank matrix K upfront. Briefly, the underlying idea is to
decompose the testing covariance once, which allows to efficiently adapting the
weights σ2e and σ
2
k for each individual test. These measures allow PANAMA to
be applicable to genome-scale datasets (See Section 2.2.6).
Significance testing and multiple testing correction In experiments, all
considered methods were applied to carry out independent association tests be-
tween individual SNPs and genes. We assessed genome-wide significance of indi-
vidual associations using the q-value method [Storey, 2003; Storey and Tibshirani,
2003].
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PANAMA residuals for alternative downstream models For applica-
tions other than eQTL testing, it maybe desirable to account for the confounding
factors explicitly, subtracting their contribution from the expression data. Such
an approach is useful when using the expression levels in combination with other
analyses such as clustering or network reconstruction.
In PANAMA, a residual dataset can be obtained by considering the joint
Gaussian distribution on the observed data and the test dataset. Completing the
square yields a closed form mean-prediction of this Gaussian covariance model
yˆd = K
(
σ2kK + σ
2
eI
)−1
yd. (2.7)
Similar as for mixed model testing, the relative weights of the correction and the
noise component σ2k and σ
2
e are refit for every gene. See also [Rasmussen and
Williams, 2006] for further details on the usage of Gaussian models as predictors.
2.2.5 Determining the latent dimensionality
In addition to the hyperparameters, the dimensionality of the latent space, Q,
is an important implicit parameter of factor-models such as PANAMA. Choos-
ing Q too large results in over-correction, with the model explaining away true
genetic associations. In contrast, choosing too few hidden factors, leads to under-
correction, where the full hidden variation is not accounted for, ultimately leading
to reduced sensitivity.
In related work, several of approaches have been proposed to select an appro-
priate latent dimensionality. One approach is to consider the explained variance,
choosing a user-defined cutoff that determines the fraction of variance explained
away by factor components [Stegle et al., 2010]. Alternatively, in [Leek and
Storey, 2007], the authors estimate the number of factors using a permutation
procedure alongside with additional heuristics that yield the expected number
of target genes of a true confounding factor. Also in [Minka, 2001], Minka sug-
gests to employ Bayesian model comparison, evaluating the marginal likelihood
of the observed data in the light of alternative models that correspond to different
choices of the latent dimensionality.
Here, we follow the approaches presented in Bishop [1999]; MacKay [1995];
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Neal [1995] and employ automatic relevance determination (ARD). The principle
underlying ARD is to allow each latent dimension to be controlled by a rele-
vance parameter that has a non-zero value only if it is supported by the data.
This means that it’s possible to avoid choosing a cutoff value for the number of
factors explicitly and instead determine the dimensionality of the latent space
while training the model. Another advantage of ARD is that it results in a linear
combination of different dimensionalities (due to the fact that the relevance pa-
rameters are continuous), rather than selecting a specific one. In PANAMA, the
variance explained by each hidden factor is controlled by the values of α2q , with
small values corresponding to irrelevant factors and larger values to factors that
explain significant amounts of variation.
In practice, we first obtain a coarse estimate of the latent dimension by using
PCA, choosing a cutoff point Q for the number of latent factors when 95% of the
total variance is explained. This approach yields an upper bound of the latent di-
mensionality, which we use a starting point in PANAMA. The learning procedure
of PANAMA then determines the number of factors with non-zero relevances α2q
automatically while optimizing the marginal likelihood (Equation (2.2)). This
approach is both computational efficient and avoids the need of user specified
tuning parameters.
The state of the latent factors is initialized by using a perturbed PCA solution
(as suggested in [Lawrence, 2005]). Empirically, this approach yields similar
results than initialising the factor randomly, however greatly decreases the time
for convergence of the optimization.
2.2.6 Software implementation and scalability
Due to the continuous increase in the size of genomics studies, the computational
efficiency of the current approaches for eQTL testing is of crucial importance.
The Python implementation exploits several properties of the model, in order
to allow for applicability to larger datasets. First, the marginal likelihood for
parameter inference (Equation (2.4)) has a low-rank structure and hence allows
for efficient evaluation of the matrix inverses, speeding up parameter learning.
Second, the association tests given the trained PANAMA model build on recent
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advances for mixed models that scale linearly with the number of samples and
tests [Lippert et al., 2011].
Efficient testing and parallelization Typically, in large scale data the bot-
tleneck lies in the association testing, thus demanding for particular attention of
this step. PANAMA builds on recent advances for fast mixed model testing [Lip-
pert et al., 2011], which accompany the PANAMA software package in form of
an integrated C++ library. While good performance on a single process/thread
is needed, scientific software also requires to be easily parallelized for computing
on clusters and clouds. To this end, PANAMA natively allows for jobs to be dis-
tributed across multiple processes, multiple machines on the local network, on a
cluster and on the most popular cloud computing platforms (provided they have
a working Python/numpy/scipy installation).
Empirical computational cost and runtime To compare the computational
demands of PANAMA and alternative methods, we carried out a timing exper-
iment on a benchmark dataset consisting of 193 samples, 8,598 genes and 8,311
SNPs (based on the cortical gene expression dataset, chromosome 17, as described
in section 2.4.2). The size of this problem was chosen as to ensure that the slow-
est approach converges within an acceptable time interval. Table 2.1 shows the
cpu-time required for various methods used to correct for confounding factors
in eQTL studies1. All tests were performed on a GNU/Linux machine with an
Intel(R) Xeon(R) X7542 CPU and 64 gigabytes of RAM, the python scientific
libraries (Numpy and Scipy) were compiled against the Intel(R) Math Kernel
Library.
We also extrapolated the computational runtime for current human-scale data,
assuming 193 samples, 40,000 genes and 10 million SNPs. These estimates are
based on the assumption that the final testing step dominates the computational
cost in all methods. This is especially true for the methods that use a low-
rank representation of the confounding factors (PANAMA, SVA, PEER), since
1The computationally dominating testing step in LINEAR, SVA, PEER has been identically
implemented in python; testing of PANAMA in C++ and ICE is fully based on R scripts from
the authors. Such difference in the implementation may have implications for the exact runtime
estimates provided.
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their computational cost for learning of confounders scales with respect to the
number of individuals, not with respect of the number of genes. PANAMA,
carrying out iterative learning to derive the confounding covariance (Section 2.2.3)
requires additional tests between the learnt factors and all SNPs (Algorithm 1).
Importantly, because the typical number of confounders is much smaller than
genes, this cost can be neglected in practice. Even with 10 million SNPs and
40 factors (more than the typical number of factors in human), this association
scan only takes 3 hours compared to 137 days of computation that are needed
for genome-wide application of mixed model tests between all SNPs and genes.
Model CPU-time (in minutes) projected CPU-time (in days)
LINEAR 35 136
SVA 39 150
PEER 45 152
PANAMA 62 159
ICE 8,540 33,197
Table 2.1: Empirical computation time for experiments on parts of the human
cortical dataset (chromosome 17) and extrapolations for a full-genome dataset
with 10 million SNPs and 40,000 probes.
2.3 Simulation study
The evaluation of methods to call eQTLs is difficult as reliable ground truth
information is not available. Following previous work [Price et al., 2006; Stegle
et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2005], we have used synthetic data to assess and compare
PANAMA with alternative approaches. To minimize assumptions we need to
impose on the simulation procedure we created an artificial dataset that borrows
key characteristics from a real eQTL study in yeast [Smith and Kruglyak, 2008]
(See also Application to segregating yeast strains). In this approach, we first fit
PANAMA to the real eQTL data, estimating the confounding variation and cis
and trans associations. Given the fitted model of independent tests, we reduced
the association matrix between all SNPs and genes to at most one association
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per chromosome and gene, avoiding inflated association counts due to linkage
disequilibrium. To also include weak associations, we considered association with
a q-value of at most 0.3. On the residual dataset, after removing the effect of the
estimated confounders, we then fitted a linear model of all significant associations
for each gene. Next, we estimated final residuals by removing the confounders
and the fitted associations to estimate a distribution of noise levels across genes.
Finally, we used the fitted model parameters from the real dataset to create
a synthetic eQTL dataset with known ground truth associations. We considered
the same number of simulated cis and trans associations as found on the real data
as well as the empirical distribution of associations weights and noise estimates
obtained form the empirical fit. Using the real genotypes we randomly chose
associations between SNPs and genes, simulating effects drawing from the empir-
ical distribution of weights. Finally, we added confounding variation by drawing
a sample from the fitted confounding covariance structure and added simulated
noise from the fitted distribution of noise levels.
Variation of fitted simulation parameters Comparative evaluation of meth-
ods on the simulated data were repeated for variations of the fitted simulation
parameters. To create datasets of variable levels of difficulty, we considered dif-
ferent numbers of true simulated trans regulators (Figure 2.2e) and different
numbers of simulated confounders (Figure 2.2f). In both cases, we ran the same
simulation approach as previously described, however removing random fractions
of the simulated trans regulators or confounders respectively.
Given the synthetic eQTL study, we employed alternative methods to recover
the underlying simulated associations. We compared PANAMA to standard lin-
ear regression (LINEAR), ignoring the presence of confounders entirely, as well
as SVA [Leek and Storey, 2007], ICE [Kang et al., 2008a] and PEER [Stegle
et al., 2010, 2012], established and widely used approaches to correct for hidden
confounders. For reference, we also compared to an idealized model with the sim-
ulated confounders perfectly removed (IDEAL). First, Figure 2.2a and 2.2b show
the respective number of significant cis and trans associations as a function of the
false discovery rate (FDR) cutoff. To avoid overly optimistic association counts
due to linkage disequilibrium, we considered at most a single cis association per
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(a) Cis associations (b) Trans associations (c) ROC
(d) Inﬂation factors (e) Extent of trans regulation (f) Extent of confounding variation
PANAMA SVA PEER ICE LINEAR IDEAL
Figure 2.2: Accuracy of alternative methods in recovering simulated cis or trans
associations. (a,b) number of recovered cis and trans associations as a function of
the false discovery rate cutoff. At most one association per chromosome and gene
was counted. The x-axis is truncated at an FDR of 0.2 in order to highlight the
region of most interest for practical purposes. (c) Receiver Operating Character-
istics (ROC) for recovering true simulated associations, showing the true positive
rate (TPR) as a function of the permitted false positive rate (FPR), evaluated
on the simulated ground truth. (d) inflation factors, defined as ∆λ = λ − 1,
indicate either inflated p-value distributions (∆λ > 0) or deflation (∆λ < 0) of
the p-value statistics of different methods. (e) Area under the ROC curve for
alternative methods as a function of the extent of trans regulation. (f) Area
under the ROC curve for alternative methods for varying extent of confounding
variation.
gene and at most one trans association per chromosome for each gene. PANAMA
found more cis associations than any other approach and retrieved the greatest
number of trans associations among methods that correct for hidden confounders.
Notably, the linear model appeared to find even more trans associations, however
the majority of these calls were inconsistent with the simulated ground truth and
were spurious false positives. The extent of false associations called by the linear
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model is also reflected in Figure 2.2c, which shows the receiver operating charac-
teristics for each method. All approaches that correct for confounders performed
strikingly better than the linear model. Among these, PANAMA was most accu-
rate, achieving greater sensitivity than any other method for a large range of false
positive rates (FPR), approaching the performance of an ideal model (IDEAL).
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Figure 2.3: Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve comparing PANAMA
to a modified version of SVA that models the most prominent genetic regulators
as covariates.
Since some models, including SVA and PEER, allow to include additional
known covariates, we investigated their performance when adding the strongest
genetic regulators as covariates. This procedure is mimicking the central concept
of PANAMA using previous methods. As shown in Figure 2.3, the iterative learn-
ing procedure of PANAMA still produces a significantly better receiver operatic
characteristic (ROC) curve for the recovery of the true simulated associations.
Next, we studied the statistics of obtained p-values, checking for departure
from a uniform distribution that either indicates inflation (genomic control λ > 1)
or deflation (genomic control λ < 1) of the respective methods (Figures 2.2d
and 2.4). All methods except for ICE yielded an inflated p-value distribution.
Notably, this observation also applies to the ideal model where the effect of con-
founders had been perfectly removed. Thus, in settings with sufficiently strong
trans regulation, inflated statistics are not necessarily due to poor calibration
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(a) Linear model (b) Ideal model
(c) SVA (d) ICE
(e) PANAMA (f) PEER
Figure 2.4: Comparison of theoretical PV statistics with empirical distribution.
Figure shows the quantile-quantile plots for alternative methods evaluated on the
simulated dataset.
because of confounders, but instead may occur as a consequence of an excess of
true biological signals themselves.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of the calibration accuracy of false discovery estimates
for alternative methods. Shown is the estimated false discovery rate (E(FDR))
as a function of the empirical false discovery rate for associations called on the
simulated dataset. In summary, PANAMA is better calibrated than any other
method, neither underestimating nor overestimating the FDR.
False discovery rate estimates from all methods but the linear model were
approximately in line with the empirical rate of errors when taking the ground
truth into account (Figure 2.5), with PANAMA being the best calibrated method.
We then repeated the same analysis on a broader range of simulated datasets,
varying particular aspects of the simulation procedure around the parameters
obtained from the fit to the real yeast data. Figure 2.2e shows the accuracy of
alternative methods when reducing the extent of simulated trans regulation by
subsampling from the set of initial trans effects. These results highlight that
previous methods only work well in the regime of little trans regulation, while
PANAMA provides for accurate calls for a wider range of settings. Similarly,
Figure 2.2f shows results for strong trans regulation, now varying the extent of
confounding factors from weaker to stronger influences. Again, PANAMA was
found to be more robust than previous approaches, recovering true simulated
associations with great accuracy irrespectively of the magnitude of simulated
confounding.
Alternative simulation using ICE for real data fitting The simulation
procedure described yields eQTL datasets that share key properties with the real
dataset used for fitting. For comparison, we repeated the fitting process using
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ICE as an alternative method to correct for confounders. All other details on the
exact simulation procedure remained identical.
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Figure 2.6: Impact of choosing more stringent (0.05) to less stringent (0.5) cutoff
parameters for adding trans associations into PANAMA while learning hidden
confounders. (a) Estimated false discovery rate (E(FDR)) versus the empirical
false discovery rate of called associations on the simulated dataset. (b) Area
under the Receiver Operating Characteristics and inflation of the test statistics,
λ. For comparison this figures includes AUC and λ of an ideal model, with the
confounders being removed. The results show that PANAMA is not sensitive to
the choice of the stringency parameter for including trans factors and generally
achieves better performance for higher values.
Sensitivity to FDR addition cutoff While most of the model parameters
are automatically inferred from the data, the FDR addition cutoff value needs
to be set manually. As discussed in section 2.2.3, this parameter is a q-value
cutoff that controls the inclusion of individual genetic regulators in the model.
If after the association test between all latent factors and SNPs, no SNP-factor
pair has a q-value lower than the FDR addition cutoff, the iterative training
procedure stops. Given the importance of this parameter for the convergence of
the model, we checked that the performance of PANAMA is not sensitive to the
exact setting of the FDR addition cutoff value. Figure 2.6a shows the impact
on the performance of PANAMA (as measured by the area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve) when using alternative cutoff values that regulate
the extend of trans regulators to be included in the model covariance structure.
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Reassuringly, PANAMA approached the performance of the ideal model for less
stringent cutoffs corresponding to a greater number of regulators that were in-
cluded during the learning process. We also checked the calibratedness of the
test statistics of PANAMA. In general, less stringent cutoffs that lead to larger
numbers of regulators to be included in the model did not impact the calibration
of resulting q-value estimates (See Figure 2.6b). Hence, in practical applications
the increased computational cost of determining the genetic weight parameters
β2k is the limiting factor when choosing less stringent FDR addition cutoffs values.
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Figure 2.7: Receiver operating characteristics for an alternative simulated dataset
based on a fit of ICE to the original yeast dataset. While the general performance
differences are smaller, the general trends remain. The kink in ICE is due to
deflation of the model.
Figure 2.7 shows summary results for a second synthetic dataset fitted using
ICE. As ICE tends to be the most conservative approach among the considered
methods, the extent of trans regulation on this simulated data was severely re-
duced. As a consequence, the differences between methods were considerably
smaller, however confirming the previously observed trends.
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2.4 Experiments on real data
2.4.1 Application to segregating yeast strains
Having established the accuracy of PANAMA in recovering hidden confounders
in a simulation study, we applied PANAMA and the alternative methods to the
primary eQTL dataset from segregating yeast strains [Smith and Kruglyak, 2008].
These data cover a set of 108 genetically diverse strains that have been expression
profiled in two environmental conditions, glucose and ethanol. First, we focused
on the glucose condition, which has previously been expression profiled [Brem
et al., 2002], providing an independent study for the purpose of comparison.
Figure 2.10a and 2.10b show the number of cis and trans associations for
different methods as a function of the FDR cutoff. Again, we considered at most
one association per chromosome to avoid confounding the size of associations with
their number. In line with previously reported results [Kang et al., 2008a; Stegle
et al., 2010] and our own simulations, the standard linear model identified fewer
cis associations than methods that correct for confounding variation.
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Figure 2.8: Number of associations called as a function of the genomic position for
alternative methods on the eQTL dataset from segregating yeast strains (glucose
condition).
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The trends from the simulated dataset also carried over for trans associations,
where the linear model called many more associations than methods that account
for confounders, yielding an excess of regulatory hotspots (See Figure 2.8). It has
previously been suggested that many of these are likely to be false; see for exam-
ple the discussion in Kang et al. [2008a]. Among the methods that correct for
confounding variation, PANAMA identified the greatest number of associations.
Among the alternative methods, ICE appeared to be more sensitive in recover-
ing cis associations while PEER and SVA retrieved a greater number of trans
associations.
It should be noted that models that account for confounding factors yielded
slightly inflated p-value distributions (Figure 2.10c, Figure 2.9), supporting that
also in real settings, a certain degree of inflation may be caused by extensive
trans regulation. Finally, Figure 2.8 shows the number of associations called
by different methods as a function of the genomic position. This summary of
genome-wide eQTLs confirms that ICE is most conservative in detecting hotspots,
whereas all other methods do find multiple trans bands. For comparison, we
also included a version of PANAMA that corrects for the trans regulators that
are accounted for while learning (PANAMAtrans ). The resulting model, named
PANAMAtrans, shows that explicitly overcorrecting for confounders can lead to
explaining away all the regulatory hotspots, both spurious and non-spurious,
found by the other models. Interestingly, PANAMAtrans yields near-identical
results to ICE, suggesting that the difference in performance between the two
models can be explained, at least in part, by the fact that ICE does not explicitely
model pronounced regulators.
Reproducibility of eQTLs between studies To objectively shed light on
the validity of the associations called, we considered the consistency of calls be-
tween two independent studies. The glucose environment from Smith et al. [Smith
and Kruglyak, 2008] has previously been studied [Brem et al., 2002], sharing a
common set of segregants. We checked the consistency in calling genes with a cis
association for increasing FDR cutoffs (Figure 2.10d). Alternatively, focusing on
the consistency of regulatory hotspots, Figure 2.10e shows the ranking consistency
of polymorphisms ordered by their regulatory potential on multiple genes. Re-
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(a) Linear model (b) SVA
(c) ICE (d) PANAMA
(e) PEER
Figure 2.9: Comparison of theoretical PV statistics with empirical distribution.
Figure shows the quantile-quantile plots for alternative methods evaluated on the
yeast dataset.
assuringly, for both cis effects and trans regulatory hotspots, PANAMA yielded
results with far greater consistency than any other currently available method.
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(a) Cis associations (b) Trans associations (c) Inﬂation factors
(d) Cis calling consistency (e) Trans calling consistency
PANAMA SVA PEER ICE LINEAR
Figure 2.10: Evaluation of alternative methods on the eQTL dataset from seg-
regating yeast strains (glucose condition). (a,b): number of cis and trans as-
sociations found by alternative methods as a function of the FDR cutoff. (c)
Inflation factors of alternative methods, defined as ∆λ = λ− 1. (d) Consistency
of calling cis associations between two independent glucose yeast eQTL datasets.
(e) Consistency of calling eQTL hotspots between two independent glucose yeast
datasets, where SNPs are ordered by extent of trans regulation as determined by
− log10(pv).
In particular the consistency of trans hotspots suggest that PANAMA achieved
an appropriate balance between explaining away spurious signals as confounding
variation and identifying hotspots that are likely to have a true genetic under-
pinning.
Consistency of trans regulatory hotspots with respect to known regu-
latory mechanisms in yeast As a second means of validating trans eQTLs,
we investigated to what extent polymorphisms that regulate multiple genes in
trans can be interpreted as indirect effects that are mediated by known tran-
scriptional regulators. For this analysis we considered an established regulatory
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network of transcription factors extracted from Yeastract [Teixeira et al., 2006].
Although we do not expect trans associations to be exclusively mediated by di-
rect transcriptional regulation, the degree of associations that are consistent with
this regulatory structure is nevertheless an informative indicator for the validity
of eQTL calls from different models.
For each transcription factor, we considered polymorphisms in the vicinity of
the coding region of the transcription factor (± 10kb around the coding region),
and tested the fraction of associations with genes that are known targets of the
transcription factor versus other associations with genes that are no direct targets.
For half of the 129 TFs, PANAMA yielded a higher F-score than any of the other
methods considered. Interestingly, the standard linear models performed second
best under this metric, achieving the greatest F-score in 36% of all cases, followed
by PEER (28%), SVA (15%) and ICE (6%). Among the methods that correct
for confounders, PANAMA consistently yielded the highest F-score.
Detecting eQTLs that are shared across environments Finally, we con-
sidered the full expression dataset from Smith et al. [Smith and Kruglyak, 2008],
combining expression measurement in an ethanol and glucose background. Be-
cause each yeast strain was profiled twice, the set of samples was not independent,
but instead had a replicate population structure. Similarly to what has been done
in previous work [Listgarten et al., 2010], we accounted for this genetic relatedness
in PANAMA by adding a population covariance term (Material and Methods).
Figure 2.11 shows the number of associations retrieved by PANAMA and
alternative methods on this joint yeast dataset. Because PANAMA accounted for
the replicate structure of the dataset, the increase in the number of associations
compared to the analysis of the single-condition analysis was modest. Other
methods, not accounting for the replicate structure of the genotypes, yielded
severely inflated test statistics, identifying a trans effect for the great majority
of all genes. To check the impact of the population structure covariance, we
also applied PANAMA without the correction for artificial genetic relatedness,
yielding similarly inflated results (data not shown).
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Figure 2.11: Evaluation of alternative methods on the eQTL dataset from segre-
gating yeast strains (glucose and ethanol jointly). (a,b) number of recovered cis
and trans associations as a function of the false discovery rate cutoff. At most one
association per chromosome and gene was counted. (b) inflation factors, defined
as ∆λ = λ − 1. Note that PANAMA included a covariance term that accounts
for the genetic relatedness of identical individuals profiled in two conditions. As
a result, PANAMA yielded better calibrated results, calling fewer associations
than other methods.
2.4.2 Application to further eQTL studies
We have also successfully applied PANAMA to additional ongoing and retrospec-
tive studies. For example, on a dataset from inbred mouse crosses [Schadt et al.,
2005], PANAMA identified a greater number of associations than other methods
(Figure 2.12). In contrast to the yeast dataset, the distribution of p-values on this
dataset was almost uniform, suggesting that the extent of true trans regulation
is lower.
We also investigated parts of a dataset of the genetics of human cortical gene
expression [Myers et al., 2007]. On chromosome 17, methods that account for
confounders identified more genes in associations than a linear model, with SVA
and PANAMA retrieving the greatest number (Figure 2.13). Results on other
four other chromosomes were similar (data not shown).
Finally, results of PANAMA applied to an RNA-Seq eQTL study on Arabidop-
sis [Gan et al., 2011] indicate that expression heterogeneity as accounted for by
PANAMA is also present on expression estimates from short read technologies,
which is consistent with previous reports in human RNA-Seq studies [Pickrell
et al., 2010]. This suggests that statistical challenges due to confounding varia-
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Figure 2.12: Evaluation of alternative methods on the eQTL dataset from mouse.
(a) Number of cis and trans associations found by alternative methods as a
function of the FDR cutoff. (b) Inflation factors of alternative methods, defined
as ∆λ = λ− 1.
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Figure 2.13: Number of associations as a function of the false discovery rate cutoff
on the human dataset.
tion are not specific to a particular platform for measuring gene expression.
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2.5 Discussion
We have reported the development of PANAMA, an advanced statistical model
to correct for confounding influences while preserving genuine genetic association
signals. We have shown that this approach is of substantial practical use in a
range of real settings and studies. The correction approach of PANAMA, for the
first time, is able to not only find more cis eQTLs, but also greatly improves the
statistical power to uncover true trans regulators. PANAMA finds a greater num-
ber of associations, and calls eQTLs that are more likely to be real, as validated
by means of realistic simulated settings and an analysis of eQTL consistency
between independent studies. Most notably, PANAMA identified several strong
trans hotspots on yeast, out of which at least 40% could be reproduced on a
replication dataset.
There are several previous approaches to correct for confounding influences in
eQTL studies. These methods can be broadly grouped into factor-based models
like PCA, SVA [Leek and Storey, 2007] and PEER [Stegle et al., 2010, 2012], and
approaches that employ a mixed linear model [Kang et al., 2008a; Listgarten et al.,
2010], estimating a covariance structure that captures the confounding variation.
An important reason why PANAMA performs well is the intermediate approach
taken here, which consists in learning a covariance structure within a linear mixed
model (LMM), but at the same time retaining the low-rank constraint that yields
an explicit representation of factors. Moreover, PANAMA systematically exploits
the flexibility provided by the representation in terms of covariance structures,
jointly accounting for genetic regulators while estimating the confounding fac-
tors. Our approach is stable and robust, avoiding the need to first subtract off
the genetic contribution greedily, as for example suggested and implemented in
SVA [Leek and Storey, 2007] and PEER [Stegle et al., 2010, 2012]. Although
this is not the focus of this work, we have shown how our approach can be com-
bined with additional measures to correct for observed sources of confounding
variation, such as known covariates or populational relatedness. The utility of
such measures has been illustrated in the joint analysis on data from two environ-
mental conditions. A more specialized approach that is aimed at the combined
correction for expression confounders and population structure has recently been
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Low rank LMM Preserves genetic signal
SVA X X(partially)
PEER X X(partially)
ICE X
LMM-EH X
PANAMA X X X
LINEAR X
Table 2.2: Comparison of the different models that account for confounders
(SVA,PEER, ICE, LMM-EH, PANAMA) and LINEAR. A mark indicates that
the model exhibits that property. The properties are: Low rank : is the model
using a low-rank representation of the confounders? LMM : is it a linear mixed
model? Preserve genetic signal : is the model explicitly preserving the genetic
signal or is it greedily subtracting the confounding effects? PANAMA is the only
model that spans all the different properties, since it imposes a low-rank struc-
ture for the confounders, but is efficiently implemented as a linear mixed model.
Moreover, the latent confounders are learned in conjuction with the genetics,
thereby preserving true genetic signals.
proposed by Listgarten et al. [Listgarten et al., 2010]. This LMM-EH approach is
methodologically related to what is done here, as the contribution from multiple
sources of variation are combined within a single covariance structure. Impor-
tantly, the main contribution in PANAMA is an integrated model that does not
include additional confounders but true genetic regulators. Unique to PANAMA,
these regulators are jointly identified and accounted for during learning of the
confounding factors. Our analysis shows, that this approach yields a significant
improvement in the sensitivity of recovering trans associations and plausible reg-
ulatory hotspots.
A tabular overview of the relation between alternative methods is shown in
Table 2.2.
In conclusion, PANAMA is an important step towards exhaustively addressing
common types of confounding variation in eQTL studies. The number of datasets
that benefit from careful dissection of true genetic signals and confounders, as
done here, is expected to rise quickly. Growing sample sizes and expression
profiling in more than one environment allow for the estimation of more subtle
confounding influences and at the same time provide the statistical power to
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detect many more trans effects than possible as of today.
2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented and studied probabilistic latent variable mod-
els to correct for gene expression heterogeneity while accounting for the effect
of strong genetic regulators. Across several different datasets, the approach pre-
sented here has been shown to perform better than previous methods, identifying
a greater number of significant eQTLs and in particular additional trans regu-
lators. Multiple sources of evidence support that these additional associations
are likely to be real. Most strikingly in yeast, the findings by PANAMA can
be better reproduced between independent studies and are more consistent with
prior knowledge about the underlying regulatory network.
While the focus of this chapter has been on correcting for the influence of
unobserved batch effects and environmental factors, in the next chapter we are
going to leverage these inferred environmental factors to identify genotype-by-
environment interactions with a regulatory effect on gene expression.
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Chapter 3
Modelling GxE interactions with
unmeasured environments
The material presented in this chapter is joint work with Christoph Lippert,
Karsten Borgwardt, Oliver Stegle and Neil Lawrence, and has been published
in “Detecting regulatory gene-environment interactions with unmeasured en-
vironmental factors” [Fusi et al., 2013].
3.1 Overview
In Chapter 2, we have proposed a latent variable model to capture the effect of
environmental confounders and batch effects on gene expression. Accounting for
these factors while performing eQTL studies resulted in an overall increase in
power (ability to indentify true SNP-gene associations), detecting both more cis
and trans associations across a wide range of datasets. In this chapter, we still use
a largely similar latent variable model, but with a slightly different aim. Instead of
estimating latent factors affecting the gene expression levels and simply explaining
them away, we want to use them as surrogate estimates of hidden environmental
factors in genotype-by-environment studies.
Indeed, while analyzing eQTLs in different genetic systems and species, it
has become clear that the cellular and environmental context needs to be taken
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into account to fully understand the genetic architecture of gene expression [Mc-
Carthy et al., 2008]. One route towards investigating such context dependency
is explicit experimental stratification. In human, expression profiling in differ-
ent tissue types, both in unrelated individuals [Fu et al., 2012; Nica et al., 2011]
and families [Grundberg et al., 2012], has shown that eQTLs frequently have
tissue-specific effect sizes, and in some cases exhibit opposite effects. Analo-
gously, different environmental backgrounds and cellular contexts may modulate
the genetic control of molecular traits [Smith and Kruglyak, 2008; Vinuela et al.,
2010], suggesting that environment-specific genetic effects, also called genotype-
environment interactions, are the rule rather than the exception.
Despite their relevance, molecular studies with explicit environmental pertur-
bations are difficult to carry out in population-scale studies. Precise control of
the environmental state cannot be achieved for many important organisms. For
example in human, the relevant environment could be of climatological or social
nature and hence is either completely unknown [Gibson, 2008] or can only be
indirectly influenced via targeted sample selection [Nath et al., 2012]. Further-
more, the most relevant factors for molecular regulation may not be a global
external condition but rather cellular factors, which are in turn driven by genetic
or external factors [Litvin et al., 2009]. In all of these settings, the most relevant
context and environment is not directly measurable and hence statistical infer-
ence of these factors is needed to study their implications on the transcriptional
state.
Recently, several methods have been proposed to account for unknown con-
founding in eQTL studies, a substantial proportion of which can be attributed
to subtle environmental effects [Fusi et al., 2012; Leek and Storey, 2007; List-
garten et al., 2010; Stegle et al., 2010]. While these methods have been shown to
substantially increase power in detecting true eQTLs, the potential of using such
recovered factors to identify genotype-environment interactions has largely been
overlooked.
In this chapter, we present an integrated probabilistic model, LInear Mixed
Model Interaction (LIMMI ), which allows to recover unknown environmental or
cellular factors from gene expression profiles and detecting genotype-environment
interactions. LIMMI allows for a flexible class of environmental and genetic effects
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that act on gene expression, including direct effects and interactions between them
(see Figure 3.1). At the same time, the model enforces that the estimated factors
are truly environmental and not themselves under genetic control.
In section 3.3.1 we evaluate LIMMI on synthetic data where we assess the
ability of LIMMI to (i) recover the true simulated environmental state, to (ii)
better detect direct genetic effects and in particular to (iii) identify genotype-
environment interactions with unmeasured environmental factors. In section 3.3.2
revisit an eQTL study on yeast [Smith and Kruglyak, 2008], where we compare the
inference of LIMMI with a measured environmental variable. Beyond accurately
recovering this known environmental effect, LIMMI retrieves an additional 14
factors that are orthogonal to the genetic state. When using these factors to test
for environment-specific genetic effects, we find hotspots of genotype-environment
interactions, some of which are enriched for known response processes to envi-
ronmental stimuli. Finally, we demonstrate that including interactions between
genotype and learnt factors in a mixed model improves both detection power as
well as calibration of test statistics for direct genetic effects in an eQTL scan.
3.2 Methods
LIMMI is based on a linear additive model that explains phenotype variability
as the sum of genetic and non-genetic factors. Formally, assume we are given an
eQTL dataset comprising a gene expression matrix Y = [y1, . . . ,yG] of G gene
expression levels. Each expression profile yg is observed in N individuals, i.e.
yg = [y(g,1), . . . , y(g,N)]. We assume that the expression estimates Y are variance
stabilized, i.e. the measurement error is independent of the expression level. Suit-
able variance stabilizing transformations have previously been proposed for both
data from microarray technologies [Lin et al., 2008] and RNA-Seq data [Anders
and Huber, 2010].
Similarly to what was done in Chapter 2, expression variability is modelled as
the sum of effects from SNPs S and non-genetic (environmental) factors X. The
generative model underlying LIMMI allows for direct effects on the phenotype,
as well as interaction effects between SNPs and environmental factors. Using
the framework of linear mixed models, the joint contribution to the expression
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variability of a single gene g can be written as the sum of individual covariance
matrices for each of these respective effect types
yg ∼ N
(
µg1︸︷︷︸
mean
, KS︸︷︷︸
SNP
effects
+ KX︸︷︷︸
direct factor
effects
+ KI︸︷︷︸
SNP-factor
interactions
+ σ2pKP︸ ︷︷ ︸
population
structure
+ σ2eI︸︷︷︸
noise
)
. (3.1)
Here, the individual N × N covariance matrices explain the joint covariation
across genes due to genetic effects (KS) and environmental factors (KX), while
KI explains the joint covariation due to genotype-environment interactions. Ad-
ditionally, we include a genetic relatedness matrix KP as a variance component,
in order to account for confounding due to population structure, which can be
estimated from the genotype data itself [Kang et al., 2008b, 2010; Lippert et al.,
2011].
In order to determine suitable expressions for the individual covariance matri-
ces, let the matrix of genotypes for the same N individuals be S = [s1, . . . , sK ] of
K SNPs. We use a binary (0, 1) encoding for homozygous and a (0, 1, 2) encoding
for heterozygous organisms, however other encodings can be considered as well.
Further, let X =
[
Xo,Xh
]
denote the set of non-genetic factors that influence
the gene expression levels, where Xo ∈ RN×C are a priori observed (measured)
environmental covariates and Xh ∈ RN×L denote unobserved factors we would
like to infer from the expression profiles.
Let the symbol  denote the element-wise product. An interacting pair of
a SNP sk and a factor xq can then be represented by the vector (sk  xq). In
this form, the factor effect is masked for all samples where the genetic state is
zero, here the major allele. Other interaction models can be implemented in an
analogous fashion [Hallgr´ımsdo´ttir and Yuster, 2008].
Assuming only linear additive effects of single SNPs, environmental factors
and their interactions, we write all variance components in the form of linear
kernels:
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ATGACCTGAAACTGGGGGACTGACGTGGAACGGT
ATGACCTGCAACTGGGGGACTGACGTGCAACGGT
ATGACCTGCAACTGGGGGACTGACGTGCAACGGT
ATGACCTGAAACTGGGGGATTGACGTGGAACGGT
ATGACCTGCAACTGGGGGATTGACGTGCAACGGT
ATGACCTGCAACTGGGGGATTGACGTGCAACGGT
slaudividni
SNPs
yy
hidden
slaudividni
Gene expression levels
direct factor
factor/SNP
interactions 
yy
observed
environmental factors
Figure 3.1: Illustration of regulatory effects on gene expression modelled
by LIMMI. First, non-genetic environmental factors can either be measured (ob-
served) or hidden. Their effect on gene expression is typically dominated by direct
effects (blue). In addition, some factors may act in a genotype-specific manner, for
example with effects only standing out in a particular genetic background (red).
Finally, there are standard genetic expression QTLs with individual genetic loci
regulating gene expression levels (black).
p(Y |S,X,θK) =
G∏
g=1
N (yg |µg1,Σ) (3.2)
Σ =
K∑
k=1
β2ksks
>
k︸ ︷︷ ︸
KS
+
Q∑
q=1
α2qxqx
>
q︸ ︷︷ ︸
KX
+
K∑
k=1
Q∑
q=1
γ2k,q(sk  xq)(sk  xq)T︸ ︷︷ ︸
KI
+σ2pKp + σ
2
eI.
The set θK = {α2,β2,γ2, σ2p, σ2e} denotes all kernel parameters. The relevance
(variance) of individual direct factor effects, direct SNP effects and factor-SNP
interactions is controlled by the relevance parameters parameters α2q , β
2
k , γ
2
k,q re-
spectively.
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3.2.1 Inference
The large number of SNPs in real-world datasets renders learning the relevance
parameters for all K genetic effects (β2k) and K × Q interaction terms (γ2k,q) in
Equation (3.2) infeasible, both computationally and statistically (see also Sec-
tion 3.2.2.4). However, it is safe to assume sparsity where only a small fraction
of all genome-wide SNPs have a non-zero SNP effect or SNP-factor interaction
effect [Smith and Kruglyak, 2008; Stranger et al., 2007]. In the following, we
call SNPs with a non-zero main effect or interaction effect active; the relevance
parameters (β2k and γ
2
k,q) of all remaining SNPs are implicitly assumed to be
zero, which is equivalent to them being dropped from the model. We exploit
this assumption to construct an algorithm similar, in principle, to expectation
maximization (EM). Let us denote the set of active direct effect SNPs (β2k > 0)
as S. Analogously, the set of active SNP-factor pairs with non-zero relevances
(γ2k,q > 0) will be denoted I. Inference in the full model is then achieved by
alternating between two operations. First, the factors X and model parameters
θK are learnt for given active sets S and I. Second, for fixed state of X,θK, addi-
tional SNPs are added to the active sets S and I using a greedy forward selection
strategy. A specific schedule of these updates is used to ensure convergence to
accurate solutions.
In Section 3.2.2, we describe this EM-like iterative training scheme. The
technical building blocks of the individual training steps are presented in Sec-
tion 3.2.2.1, describing the gradient-based optimization of model parameters and
in Section 3.2.2.2, addressing the selection of SNPs to be included in the model.
3.2.2 Iterative training of LIMMI
Training is achieved in three steps. First, the state of the environmental fac-
tors X and the model parameters θK is inferred for empty active sets, where
both the set of SNPs with a direct effect (S) and the interactions (I) have no
elements. The necessary parameter inference for given active sets is achieved
using a gradient-based optimization approach (see Section 3.2.2.1). As shown in
the previous chapter, this simplistic inference that ignores the effect of genotype,
may result in learnt hidden factors that are correlated with genotype and hence
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have a genetic component. To rule out genetic control of the latent factors, SNPs
that are correlated with these hidden variables are included in the set S (see Sec-
tion 3.2.2.2), and the model parameters and factors are retrained. This process is
iterated until no additional SNPs reach genome-wide significance for association
to any of the learnt factors X. As a result of this process, genotype and the learnt
hidden factors are orthogonal (see Chapter 2 for further details).
Once the environmental factors have been determined, genotype-environment
interactions are detected and SNP-factor pairs that participate in a significant
interaction are included in the set I (Section 3.2.2.3). The model parameters
are once again updated. This step completes the training. Individual compo-
nents of the final covariance can then be used to test for specific hypotheses; see
Section 3.2.3.
3.2.2.1 Gradient-based inference of covariance parameters
If the SNP effects and interactions are only present for a defined active set of
direct SNP effects (S) and interactions between pairs of SNPs and factors (I) the
full likelihood in Equation (3.2) reduces to
p(Y |S,X,θK, I, S) =
G∏
g=1
N (yg |0,Σ) , (3.3)
Σ =
∑
∀k∈S
β2ksks
>
k︸ ︷︷ ︸
KS
+
Q∑
q=1
α2qxqx
>
q︸ ︷︷ ︸
KX
+
∑
∀(k,q)∈I
γ2k,q(sk  xq)(sk  xq)T︸ ︷︷ ︸
KI
+σ2pKP + σ
2
eI,
where Σ is the overall covariance, which in turn is parametrized by X,θK and
the active sets S and I. Here, we have dropped the mean effect to unclutter the
notation and the summation is restricted to the elements in the respective active
sets. The log of the marginal likelihood from Equation (3.3) can be written as
ln p(Y |S,X,θK, I, S) = ln
G∏
g=1
N (yg |0,Σ) (3.4)
= −GN
2
2pi − G
2
ln |Σ| − 1
2
Tr(Σ−1YYT).
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Gradients of the marginal likelihood with respect to individual elements of X and
hyperparameters θK can be calculated in closed form using the matrix derivative
d
dΣ
ln
G∏
g=1
N (yg |0,Σ) = Σ−1YYTΣ−1 −GΣ−1
and combing it with the covariance derivative with respect to the ith kernel
parameter, d
dΘKi
Σ, using the chain rule [Lawrence, 2005].
Parameter learning can then be done using a maximum likelihood approach,
jointly determining the most probable state of the hidden environmental states
X and model parameters θK
θˆK, Xˆ = argmax
θK,X
ln p(Y |S,X,θK, I, S). (3.5)
A standard gradient-based optimizer, such as L-BFGS-B [Zhu et al., 1997], can
be employed to take advantage of the availability of closed-form gradients with
respect to the elements of X and θK. A discussion on how the latent dimension-
ality Q is chosen and the implications on the model fitting is provided in Section
2.2.5.
3.2.2.2 Inclusion of genetic effects
Individual SNPs are selected for inclusion in S. We follow the approach taken
in Chapter 2, and test for correlation between individual factors x1, . . . ,xQ and
all genome-wide SNPs s1, . . . , sK . In each iteration, SNPs that are in significant
association (assessed using q-values [Storey and Tibshirani, 2003] qv ≤ αSNP) are
added to the active set S. The exact cutoff αSNP is not critical as it merely alters
the number of SNPs in the model, thereby affecting computational speed. Ro-
bustness with respect to to this significance cutoff has previously been discussed
in section 2.2.3.
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3.2.2.3 Inclusion of interaction effects
After the iterative procedure to determine the state of the environmental factors
has converged, it is possible to test for interactions between factors and indi-
vidual SNPs. We do so by exhaustively testing for interactions between SNPs
k ∈ {1, . . . , K} and factors q ∈ {1, . . . , Q} (Section 3.2.3.1). Significant inter-
action terms (qv ≤ αGxE) are then added to the active set I. Finally, LIMMI
relearns all the model parameters while taking into account the newly-added
interactions, which allow the model to explain non-linear dependencies due to
genotype-environment interactions.
3.2.2.4 Identifiability and robustness
Naive inclusion of all possible effects is both computationally intractable and sta-
tistically not identifiable as this would result in K+(Q ·K) relevance parameters.
Greedy step-wise strategies, on the other hand suffer from convergence to local
optima. To reduce such side effects, we enforce sparsity in a two-step procedure.
First, a cutoff is used for the inclusion of genetic markers (αSNP ≤ 0.1 in the case
of the yeast dataset presented in section 3.3.2) and interaction terms (αGxE ≤ 0.05
again in the case of the yeast dataset) into the model. Then, irrelevant variance
parameters (β2k , γ
2
k,q) are set to zero during inference by means of automatic rel-
evance determination [MacKay, 1995]. The empirical stability of this approach
has been explored in the previous chapter. In particular, in Section 2.3 we have
investigated the robustness of the model while varying the cutoff for inclusion of
genetics effects ((αSNP).
Although we have taken measures to ensure that the learnt factors are likely
environmental, there are fundamental limitations on statistical identifiability.
The correct identification of factors that exhibit genotype-specific interactions
affecting large numbers of target genes is particularly challenging. The variance
explained by such an interaction hotspot can be similar to the variance of a direct
factor effect, such that a single factor may mistakingly be learnt as two separate
factors. When testing for interactions with the main effect factor, the second
one can explain away the interaction signals and hence the interaction hotspot
may not be detected. Thus, our approach depends on the assumption that the
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direct contribution of environmental factors dominates genotype-specific effects.
This assumption is reasonable in practice and we found LIMMI to be robust with
respect to deviations from it (Figure 3.2(c-d)).
3.2.2.5 Computational efficiency
There are two components of the LIMMI model that determine the computational
complexity. First, the Gaussian process latent variable model (Section 3.2.2.1),
estimating the covariance parameters and the environmental factors, has a com-
plexity that is independent of the number of genes. Instead, its runtime is dom-
inated by inversions of the covariance matrix, which scale cubically with the
number of samples. Thanks to modern linear algebra implementations, these
computations are tractable even for thousands of samples. Second, given the la-
tent variables, LIMMI carries out mixed model interaction and association tests
relating inferred factors, genes and SNPs. Here, we build on recent advances
in mixed models [Lippert et al., 2011], reducing the computational complexity
of these statistical tests to a cost that is linear in the number of samples and
tested hypotheses. Moreover, this second step can easily be parallelized across
hypotheses, which is supported in our software implementation.
As a result, LIMMI can be applied to human-scale datasets with hundreds of
samples, ∼ 50, 000 gene expression levels and ∼ 100, 000 SNPs. For example, on
the yeast dataset analyzed in Section 3.3.2, LIMMI converged within 50 minutes1.
This datasets contained 218 samples, 2, 956 SNPs and 5, 493 gene expression
levels.
3.2.3 Statistical association and interaction testing
The ultimate goal is to use the covariance models described above to carry out
tests for genetic associations (eQTLS) as well as tests for genotype-environment
interactions. Statistical testing is also used to iteratively expand the LIMMI
covariance model (Section 3.2.1).
1Implementation based on a Gaussian Processes framework in python, while association
and interaction scans are implemented in C++. Runtime estimates are given for a GNU/Linux
machine with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) X7542 12C CPU and 64 gigabytes of RAM. The python
scientific libraries (Numpy and Scipy) were compiled against the Intel(R) Math Kernel Library.
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For testing, we employ a strategy based on linear mixed models, where a
fitted covariance structure Σ accounts for confounding and other factors that
cause expression variability, whereas the fixed effect assess the relevance of the
effect of interest
p(yg |σ2g , δg,Σ) = N
yg
∣∣∣∣∣∣ f()︸︷︷︸
fixed effect
, σ2g(Σg + δgI)︸ ︷︷ ︸
random effect
 . (3.6)
The overall variance of the trait σ2g can be efficiently determined in closed form
for each test (SNP-gene pair), whereas δg requires a grid-based optimization. We
employ the approximation proposed in Kang et al. [2008b]; Lippert et al. [2011],
and determine δg once on the null model, and keep this variance ratio fixed for
all genome-wide tests.
When testing for associations and interactions with LIMMI, the covariance
Σ is intended to capture the effects from other SNPs, confounding factors and
interactions. The covariance is derived from the components fitted on the null
model (Section 3.2.1).
In Section 3.2.3.1, we describe the covariance used for genotype-factor in-
teraction tests (genotype-environment interactions). Association tests between
genotype and expression traits (eQTL) are described in Section 3.2.3.2. Both,
for interaction and association scans we obtain p-values by applying a likelihood
ratio test. For genome-wide significance estimates we used false discovery rate
estimates from the q-value package [Storey and Tibshirani, 2003].
3.2.3.1 Interaction test
The likelihood ratio corresponding to the test for a particular SNP k and factor
q affecting gene g can be expressed as
LODinterk,q,g = log
N
(
yg
∣∣ θi,g(sk  xq) + θk,gsk + θq,gxq, σ2g(Σa + δgI))
N
(
yg
∣∣ θk,gsk + θq,gxq, σ2g(Σa + δgI)) , (3.7)
where θi,g, θk,g and θq,g correspond to the fitted fixed effect weight of the interac-
tion term, the SNP effect and the factor effect respectively. We have dropped the
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mean effect µg to unclutter the notation. The background covariance includes all
other additive effects and is defined as Σa = σ
2
pKP +
∑
q′ 6=q α
2
q′xq′x
>
q′ , accounting
for known covariates and the direct effects of all factors but factor q which is
tested.
3.2.3.2 Association test
Analogous likelihood ratio tests can be derived for the hypothesis that SNP k is
in association with gene g
LODassok,g = log
N
(
yg
∣∣ θk,gsk, σ2g(Σi + δgI))
N
(
yg
∣∣0 , σ2g(Σi + δgI)) . (3.8)
Here, the fixed-effect term includes the direct effect of the SNP and the confound-
ing covariance accounts for direct effects of the learnt environmental factors (KX)
as well as the detected interactions (KI) i.e. Σi = KX + KI + KP. Again, we
have dropped the mean effect term from equation 3.8.
3.2.4 LIMMI-sva
In principle, in the first step of the procedure outlined in Section 3.2.2.1, any latent
variable model could be used to infer environmental factors. For comparison,
we have implemented and compared to a variant of LIMMI called LIMMI-sva.
LIMMI-sva uses surrogate variable analysis (SVA) [Leek and Storey, 2007], which
does not encourage orthogonality of learnt factors and genotype and does not rely
on the iterative model refinement described in Section 3.2.2. The implementation
of LIMMI-sva is straightforward and relies on just two steps. First, an estimate
of the latent factors is obtained using SVA Leek and Storey [2007]. The resulting
Xˆ can then be directly used in associations and interaction tests
We also considered a variant of LIMMI-sva, called LIMMI-sva-cov that in
addition to known covariates, also accounts for the direct effect of all the factors
not being tested (Σa = KP +
∑
q′ 6=q α
2
q′xq′x
>
q′).
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3.3 Results
We evaluated the ability of LIMMI to retrieve genuine genotype-environment
interactions. In particular, we studied the relative performance of two approaches,
LIMMI and LIMMI-sva, that share the same testing procedure but infer the
unknown environment in different ways (Section 3.2.4). We also considered a
standard linear association test as a baseline method.
3.3.1 Simulation study
First, we tested LIMMI on simulated data, where the underlying true associations
and genotype-environment interactions are known. The simulation procedure
largely follows previous studies to assess the performance of eQTL methods [Fusi
et al., 2012; Listgarten et al., 2010]. Each simulated dataset consisted of 800 SNPs
simulated as from an F2 cross and 1,000 gene expression levels. We simulated
5 environmental factors that have both direct effects on gene expression and
interactions with genotype. In addition, we also considered 5 simulated technical
factors that affect gene expression directly but are independent of genotype.
The factor profiles were independently drawn from N(0, 1) and the effect sizes
of factors q on genes g was sampled from wg,q ∼ N(0, 0.45), which is similar
to empirical estimates from the yeast dataset [Smith and Kruglyak, 2008]. We
added 800 simulated associations with effect sizes sampled from wg,k ∼ N(0, 0.05)
as well as 5 interactions between randomly chosen pairs of genetic loci and envi-
ronmental factors, each affecting 15% of the genes and with an effect size sampled
from N(0, 0.15). Broad genetic effects, such as trans-acting genetic variants, can
complicate the recovery of the confouding factors ([Fusi et al., 2012], Chapter 2).
If the genetics and the environment are not modelled jointly, part of the genetic
signal will be captured by the estimated confouding factors, making the discovery
of genotype-environment interactions even harder. In order to further investigate
this hypothesis, we simulated 5 broad trans-acting genetic variants each affecting
20% of the genes and with an effect size sampled from N(0, 0.2). Finally, we
added independent measurement noise to each gene ψg ∼ N(0, 0.15). The simu-
lation framework employed here does not favor any of the considered methods,
since they all share the assumption that the environmental state is characterized
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by few environmental factors, i.e. is low rank.
First, we checked that factor models like LIMMI are able to recover envi-
ronmental variables and gene-environment regulatory interactions. Figure 3.2a
depicts the receiver operating characteristics (ROC), assessing the true positive
rate of alternative methods as a function of the permitted false positive rate
(FPR). For practical applications, the regime of few false positives is most rele-
vant and hence we consider the ROC analysis on the range of FPR between 0 and
0.2. Determining an explicit mapping between the learnt environmental factors
and the simulated ones is difficult and may introduce biases. Thus, we assessed
the accuracy of recovering SNP-gene pairs with a detected interaction for any of
the learnt environmental factors. Both LIMMI-sva and LIMMI detected many
of the simulated genotype-environment interactions, where LIMMI significantly
outperformed LIMMI-sva.
Next, we evaluated alternative methods for detecting eQTLs, i.e. direct as-
sociations between polymorphic loci and gene expression levels that are not en-
vironment specific (Figure 3.2b). Standard linear regression (LINEAR) ignores
the presence of unknown environmental factors, which resulted in a poor recovery
of true associations. SVA and PANAMA account for the direct effect of learnt
environmental factors, resulting in a considerable improvement compared to the
linear model (see also discussion in Chapter 2 and in Fusi et al. [2012]; Listgarten
et al. [2010]; Stegle et al. [2010]). Finally, LIMMI also accounts for both the learnt
environmental factors and their interactions with the genetic state, resulting in a
marginal but consistent improvement over PANAMA.
Finally, we investigated the impact when changing the relative magnitude of
direct environmental effects and genotype-environment interactions. Figure 3.2c
and Figure 3.2d show the respective area under the ROC (AUC) when varying
the relative fractions of variance explained by genotype-environment interactions
and direct environmental effects. In each plot, the leftmost point corresponds to
a setting with very small (0.01) relative proportion of variance explained by in-
teractions whereas the rightmost point corresponds to an equal proportion (0.50)
of variance explained by direct effects and interactions. As expected, the abil-
ity of LIMMI to detect genotype-environment interactions improved with larger
relative effect sizes of the interactions (Figure 3.2c), whereas the performance
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Figure 3.2: Comparative evaluation of LIMMI and alternative methods
on simulated datasets. (a) Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) for
recovering simulated interactions between hidden factors and genotype. Linear
regression has been omitted because it is not applicable to test for hidden en-
vironment interactions. The light grey line indicates the expected performance
of a random predictor. (b) ROC for recovering simulated associations between
genotype and expression. SVA, PANAMA and LIMMI account for the learnt en-
vironmental factors during testing, thus outperforming the linear model. LIMMI
yields a slightly better ROC than PANAMA, indicating that accounting for in-
teraction effects improves the ability to detect true associations. Area under
the ROC for detection of simulated interactions (c) and associations (d) as a
function of the relative variance explained by genotype-environment interactions
versus direct factor effects.
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of LIMMI-sva degraded when the relative variance explained by interactions ex-
ceeded 10%. This observation exemplifies the model misfit of approaches like
SVA that ignore genotype-environment interactions during inference. Analogous
conclusions hold when considering the performance of the considered methods
to detect direct associations or eQTLs (Figure 3.2d). Here, PANAMA came
close second and again SVA degraded in performance for increasing relevance of
the interaction terms. Remarkably, starting from 30% of the variance explained
by genotype-environment interactions, a standard linear association test that ig-
nores unknown environments entirely yielded more accurate results than SVA. A
possible explanation for this result is that SVA recovers progressively worse esti-
mates of the latent confounders as the importance of the simulated non-additive
confounding component (i.e. due to interaction effects) increases.
In addition to varying the relative proportion of interactions and direct en-
vironmental effects, we also considered varying the variance of each effect type
in isolation. Figure 3.3 shows analogous AUC performances when varying the
variance explained by direct factor effects (Figure 3.3a-b) or the variance from
genotype-factor interactions (Figure 3.3c-d), keeping the other term constant. In
contrast to alternative methods, LIMMI was able to detect genotype-environment
interactions even for weak interaction effects (< 10%, Figure 3.3c), suggesting
that the method is suitable in studies where genotype-environment interactions
have a subtle effect.
LIMMI is related to previous approaches, such as SVA [Leek and Storey,
2007] and PANAMA (Chapter 2), that have predominantly been intended to
identify and account for the effect of technical factors. To assess the effect of
technical factors versus environmental effects, we considered a series of simulated
settings, changing the relative proportions of environmental and technical factors.
In principle, LIMMI will retrieve both types of factors on equal footing, however
only environmental influences are expected to yield interactions with the genetic
state.
Indeed, the results presented in Figure 3.4 support that even when almost all
factors are technical and do not interact with genotype, LIMMI is still able to
recover the small number of genuine genotype-environment interactions.
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Figure 3.3: Performance comparison of alternative methods for recovering
genotype-environment interactions (a,c) and direct eQTLs (b,d). a,b: area un-
der the receiver operating curve in the FPR interval 0..0.2 (AUC0.2) for different
effect sizes of direct contribution of environmental factors, keeping all other effect
sizes fixed. For larger effect sizes, estimation of the hidden environmental state is
easier and hence PANAMA and LIMMI-sva approach the same performance (a).
At the same time, the difference between PANAMA and LIMMI for discovering
eQTL increases (b). c,d: AUC for increasing variance explained by factor-SNP
interactions, while keeping all other variance components fixed. LIMMI is able
to make useful predictions starting from 10% relative variance explained. The
performance difference compared to LIMMI-sva is most pronounced for strong
interactions.
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Figure 3.4: Analysis of the sensitivity against batch effects on a simulated dataset.
The leftmost point in both plots corresponds to a setting where there’s only 1
true environmental factor interacting with the genotype and 9 batch effects not
interacting with the genotype. The rightmost point corresponds to a setting where
there are 10 environmental factors and 0 batch effects. (a) measures the ability
to correctly detect genotype-environment interactions, whereas (b) measures the
ability to detect eQTL associations.
3.3.2 Applications in yeast genetics of gene expression
We revisited the yeast study from Smith and Kruglyak [2008], studying genetic
regulation of gene expression as a function of environmental background. In
this study, an F2 population of yeast strains has been expression profiled in
two contrasting growth media: glucose and ethanol. Thus, the growth medium
is a strong and likely dominant environmental factor. In the primary analysis,
both major direct genetic effects (associations) as well as prevalent genotype-
environment interactions have been reported [Smith and Kruglyak, 2008].
LIMMI accurately recovers the genotype-environment interactions with
a measured environmental factor
We applied LIMMI and LIMMI-sva to the yeast dataset without providing knowl-
edge about the measured environmental factor that corresponds to the growth
medium as an input. SVA identified 9 latent factors and LIMMI found 15 factors.
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Figure 3.5: Recovery of known and novel gene-environment interactions.
(a) The number of genes with at least one significant genotype-environment in-
teraction (FDR ≤ 0.01) as identified by LIMMI and SVA. The first factor was
most correlated with the measured ethanol/glucose contrast, capturing this ex-
perimental conditions. (b) ROC curves for LIMMI-sva and LIMMI, assessing
the accuracy of recovering pairs of genetic loci and genes in statistical interac-
tions with the first factor. Ground truth information was derived from genotype-
environment tests with the measured environment (FDR ≤ 0.01). The dashed
line indicates the accuracy of a random predictor.
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Figure 3.6: P-value histograms and inflation factors for interaction tests on the
smith datasets.
When considering each learnt factor to test for genotype-environment interactions
with individual gene expression levels, LIMMI-sva retrieved a larger number of
genes with significant effects than LIMMI (Figure 3.5a, at comparable statistical
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Figure 3.7: P-value histograms and inflation factors for association test on the
yeast dataset.
calibration; see Figures 3.6 and 3.7). For both methods, the factor with the great-
est number of genotype/factor interactions was strikingly correlated (r ≥ 0.99)
with the known environmental state that corresponds to the ethanol/glucose con-
dition. Other factors were largely uncorrelated with this known environmental
variable (Figure 3.8), suggesting that the first factor indeed captures most of the
effect due to the ethanol/glucose condition.
First, we focused on the recovered factor that is a likely proxy for the true
environmental state. Figure 3.5b depicts the ROC curve, assessing the accu-
racy of genotype-environment interactions recovered by LIMMI and LIMMI-sva
when using genotype-environment effects with the known environment as ground
truth (as done in Smith and Kruglyak [2008]). LIMMI outperformed LIMMI-
sva, which is likely due to a combination of two important differences between
these methods. First, LIMMI incorporates a constraint such that recovered fac-
tors are uncorrelated with genotype, whereas many of the factors retrieved by
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Figure 3.8: Correlation between genome-wide SNPs and learnt factors for LIMMI-
sva and LIMMI. With few exceptions, LIMMI retrieved factors that are not ge-
netically driven and hence environmental.
SVA are themselves under genetic control (Figure 3.8). Second, the statistical
test for interactions employed in LIMMI accounts for direct effects of all other
learnt factors, explaining away nuisance variation due to other environmental
axes (Section 3.2.3.1).
Novel genotype-environment interactions with unknown environmental
effects
In addition to interactions that correspond to the known environmental factor of
the glucose/ethanol contrast, both LIMMI-sva and LIMMI retrieved additional
factors, which were considered for possible GxE interactions (Figure 3.5a). The
factors recovered by LIMMI-sva tended to be in strong association with genotype,
suggesting that they capture genetic signals instead of environmnental effects.
The factors retrieved by LIMMI, on the other hand, were found to be orthogonal
to the genetic signal (Figure 3.8).
A map of the genetic loci and regulated genes for interactions with all factors
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(o) Factor 14
Figure 3.9: Map of genotype-environment interactions recovered when applying
LIMMI to the yeast dataset.
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Figure 3.10: Map of genotype-environment interactions recovered when using the
known environmental state.
detected by LIMMI is shown in Figure 3.11 (Interaction results for each individual
factor are given in Figure 3.9). Notably, genotype-environment interactions with
the factor that recapitulates the ethanol/glucose effect (Factor 0) were enriched
in the proximity of the regulated genes, suggesting a cis mechanism. Other fac-
tors yielded interactions that involve distal loci and hence have a putative trans
mechanism. A particularly prominent hotspot appeared for factor 13 in chromo-
some 4, where LIMMI detected genotype-environment interactions involving 10
distinct SNPs in that region. In the direct vicinity of these SNPs (± 10kb), there
were 6 annotated genes, four of which have previously been reported as implicated
with temperature response (YDL143W, YDL139C, YDL135C, YDL132W) [Aue-
sukaree et al., 2009; Patton et al., 1998; Shimon et al., 2008; Stoler et al., 2007;
Tiedje et al., 2008]. This enrichment suggests that factor 13 may explain subtle
temperature variation in the experiment.
Figure 3.10 depicts the interaction map when using the known environmental
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Figure 3.11: Genomic map of the genotype-environment interactions
retrieved by LIMMI (FDR≤ 0.01). Shown are the position of the SNP (x-axis)
and the gene (y-axis) that participate in each significant genotype-environment
interaction. Red circles correspond to interactions with the first latent factor that
captures the known ethanol/glucose contrast. Blue interactions correspond to all
other 14 factors.
condition (glucose/ethanol) to test for genotype-environment interactions. The
results obtained in the latter are remarkably similar to the ones obtained to
LIMMI interactions on Factor 0, which is in line with the ROC analyses discussed
earlier (Figure 3.5b). Overall, LIMMI identified more trans bands for genotype-
environment effects than LIMMI-sva.
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Figure 3.12: Correlation coefficients between the known environmental factor
(glucose/ethanol) and the factors retrieved by (a) LIMMI-sva and (b) LIMMI.
Both methods recover one factor that appears to be strikingly correlated with
the true environmental state (labelled as “env” in the plot).
Genotype-environment interaction hotspot may confound genetic as-
sociation analyses
Finally, we considered the ability of different models to call direct eQTL associ-
ations between genetic loci and individual gene expression levels.
Figure 3.13 shows the number of associations retrieved by alternative meth-
ods as a function of the false discovery rate cutoff. As in the simulated settings
(Figure 3.2), LIMMI accounts for the interaction effects found, which controls
for nuisance variation due to these effects. As a result, LIMMI identified addi-
tional cis eQTLs, while the number of trans eQTLs decreased when compared
to PANAMA. At the same time, the p-values statistics of LIMMI was slightly
more uniform than PANAMA, suggesting that better control for confounding has
been achieved (Figures 3.6 and 3.7). While more uniform p-values support an im-
proved calibration [Listgarten et al., 2010] of the methods presented here, some
inflation of the test statistics was retained, which is an expected consequence of
the presence of extensive trans hotspots (see Section 2.3 for a discussion). These
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Figure 3.13: Number of direct genetic associations (eQTLs) called by
different methods as a function of the FDR cutoff. (a) cis associations.
(b) trans associations. We considered at most one association per chromosome
in order to avoid confounding the size of associations with their number.
results suggest that including interaction terms into the model can also be ben-
eficial to identify direct genetic effects in real studies. On one hand, this finding
supports the conjecture that the interactions retrieved by LIMMI are indeed gen-
uine, since they explain variance that cannot be captured by a model that relies
on fully additive effects. Conversely, it is clear that genotype-environment effects
contribute to gene expression variability and accounting for their effect in genetic
analyses has similar benefits than accounting for hidden confounding [Fusi et al.,
2012; Listgarten et al., 2010; Stegle et al., 2010, 2012] or correcting for population
structure [Price et al., 2006, 2010]. eQTLs retrieved by LIMMI have a slightly
better cis enrichment compared to PANAMA, a criterion previously suggested
to judge the plausibility of eQTL results [Fusi et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2008a;
Listgarten et al., 2010].
3.4 Discussion
Here, we have presented a novel approach to detect genotype-environment inter-
actions with unmeasured environmental factors. LIMMI is able to recover the
unmeasured environmental state solely from gene expression data. Once learnt,
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these variables can be used in genetic analyses to investigate interactions between
environmental factors and genotype with a regulatory effect on gene expression
traits.
Approaches like LIMMI are relevant for virtually any genetic study of high-
dimensional molecular traits, in particular if the environmental state is only par-
tially measured or remains entirely unknown [Gibson, 2008]. Here, we illustrated
and assessed LIMMI in simulated examples and in retrospective analyses of data
from yeast genetics. We compared genotype-environment interactions with learnt
environments to interactions found when using explicit environmental measure-
ments. First, LIMMI was able to accurately detect previously known interactions.
Second, we found novel genotype-environment interactions beyond what can be
detected when relying on the measured environmental state. These additional ef-
fects were predominantly trans-acting, with some loci having widespread effects
on large fractions of the expression traits. In the case of the largest hotspot,
the interacting locus overlapped with a group of genes involved in temperature
sensitivity, providing a plausible explanation of the mechanistic underpinning of
this finding. Finally, we have shown how the recovered interactions can be used
to refine statistical testing procedures. Accounting for the effect of genotype-
environment interactions within a LIMMI eQTL scan resulted in increased power
to detect true associations in simulations and yielded improved test statistics on
real data.
LIMMI is related to a range of existing factor models, in particular techniques
that model hidden expression determinants to correct for their confounding effect.
These methods can be broadly grouped in two classes: models that are aimed
at retrieving a set of confounding factors explicitly (see Chapter 2 and Leek and
Storey [2007]; Stegle et al. [2010]) and models that account for the variance in-
troduced by confounding factors [Kang et al., 2008a; Listgarten et al., 2010]. In
principle, any of the models that retrieves and explicit representation of factors
can be used for interaction analyses like the one presented here. Specifically,
in this paper we compared to a version of our method that was using SVA for
this purpose. LIMMI is most closely related and builds on PANAMA (Chapter
2), however we propose a new route towards understanding the role of the envi-
ronment in a genetic context rather than merely “correcting it away”. For this
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purpose, we extend PANAMA in several ways. First, we introduce a systematic
approach to use inferred environments to test for genotype-environment interac-
tions while accounting for the effect of unknown environments. Second, we show
how the detected genotype-environment interactions can be used to further refine
the statistical testing of eQTLs. Other methods like SVA [Leek and Storey, 2007],
PEER [Stegle et al., 2012] and the method by Listgarten et al. [Listgarten et al.,
2010] do not focus on recovering interactions per se, although we have created a
modified variant of SVA for the purpose of comparison. The main shortcoming of
these techniques is the lack of an effective mechanisms to ensure that the learnt
factors are not driven by genotype, which leads to the inferior performance of
LIMMI-sva in our experiments.
In conclusion, LIMMI is a methodological advance that allows for refined infer-
ence of environmental factors from molecular profiling data. When used in genetic
analyses, these learnt variables help to improve the mechanistic understanding
of molecular traits, thereby increasing the fraction of phenotype variability that
can be explained. Approaches as the one presented here will become even more
useful when dataset sizes increase further, providing sufficient power to estimate
even more complex models and effect types between the genetic state, known and
hidden environments and the transcriptional state of the cell.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have proposed and described a model-based approach to simul-
taneously infer unmeasured environmental factors from gene expression profiles
and use them in genetic analyses, identifying environment-specific associations
between polymorphic loci and individual gene expression traits. As shown in
the experiments, our method is able to accurately reconstruct environmental fac-
tors and their interactions with genotype in a variety of settings. In particular,
in real data from yeast, our results suggest that interactions with both known
and unknown environmental factors significantly contribute to gene expression
variability.
So far, we have assumed that the noise distribution of the phenotype being
studied (gene expression levels, in the case of Chapters 2 and 3) was Gaussian.
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In some cases, this is a reasonable assumption, since the phenotype can be nor-
malized or transformed so that this assumption is respected. Unfortunately, it’s
not always clear which transformation should be applied and selecting a suitable
transformation for a specific dataset is still an open problem. In the next chapter
we are going to present an approach to infer the optimal transformation given
the data, showing that it leads to an increase of power in GWAS, more accurate
heritability estimates and higher phenotype prediction accuracy.
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Chapter 4
Warped Linear Mixed Models
The material presented in this chapter is joint work with Christoph Lippert,
Neil Lawrence, and Oliver Stegle and has been published in “Genetic Analysis
of Transformed Phenotypes” Fusi et al. [2014]
4.1 Overview
In the previous two chapters, we have used latent variable models to correct
(Chapter 2) and find interactions (Chapter 3) with unobserved experimental fac-
tors. The phenotype being analyzed in both cases consisted of gene expression
levels, and the latent variables were capturing inter-sample correlations caused by
hidden factors. In this chapter we consider univariate phenotypes (even though
extensions to the multivariate case are possible), and use latent variable models
to alleviate the problem of misspecification of the noise model in genome-wide
association studies. The standard linear mixed model is based on the assump-
tion of Gaussian distributed residuals and deviations from it can result in model
misspecification [McCulloch and Neuhaus, 2001]. In some special cases, such as
binary case/control phenotypes, the true distribution of the phenotype and its
residuals are defined a priori, motivating use of generalized linear mixed mod-
els with specific link functions such as the probit or the logit [McCulloch and
Neuhaus, 2001]. However, the vast majority of phenotypes are quantitative and
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their precise distribution is unknown [Valdar et al., 2006]. To address possible
non-Gaussian residuals, it may be desirable to apply non-linear transformations
to the phenotype data as a pre-processing step prior to genetic analysis. Manual
assessment of different transformations within a predefined range of alternatives
(e.g., log, root, inverse, etc) is common practice [Baranzini et al., 2009; Himes
et al., 2009; Kathiresan et al., 2007; Wallace et al., 2008]. However, such an
approach can be error-prone, introduces a multiple testing problem (due to rep-
etition of the same analysis under multiple transformations) and can produce
biases because the family of transformations that can be manually explored is
limited. Moreover, different traits, even if related, may require different transfor-
mations [Baranzini et al., 2009; Valdar et al., 2006], and hence the selection of
phenotype transformations has to be repeated for every phenotype. To avoid the
rigidity of predefined transformations, adaptive procedures such as the Box-Cox
transformation [Ahn et al., 2010; Box and Cox, 1964; Chiu et al., 2005; Huang
et al., 2007; McCauley et al., 2005; Tian et al., 2011] or non-parametric trans-
formations using rank statistics [Goh and Yap, 2009; Servin and Stephens, 2007;
Stephens, 2013; Zhou and Stephens, 2013] have been used with some success.
However, the problem of selecting a suitable transformation remains a major
challenge, in particular as there is no objective measure of comparison to assess
alternatives. This is because the goal is not to obtain Gaussian distributed phe-
notypes but instead Gaussian distributed residuals of an unknown genetic model.
A second concern applies in particular to non-parametric rank transformations,
which cannot be directly inverted. As a consequence, the output of a genetic
model fitted on the transformed phenotypes cannot be related back to the origi-
nal phenotype scale, which hinders phenotype prediction.
Here, we address both of shortcomings. First, we show how to assess alterna-
tive transformations in the light of the observed genotype and phenotype data.
Building on this insight we propose the warped linear mixed model (WarpedLMM),
an extension of the linear mixed model that adaptively learns a suitable trans-
formation from a flexible class of permitted functions. In simulations we find
that this approach is able to recover complex phenotype transformations solely
from genotype and phenotype data, greatly reducing biases when estimating
narrow-sense heritability. At the same time, the transformations recovered by
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WarpedLMM can be non-ambiguously inverted, allowing to map genetic effects
estimated on the transformed scale back to the original phenotype scale, thus
enabling phenotype prediction.
In experiments on data from mouse, yeast and human, we find that warpedLMM
is widely applicable to a wide range of genetic analyses, reducing bias in narrow-
sense heritability estimation, improving out-of-sample prediction and increasing
power in GWAS.
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Figure 4.1: The genetic model of interest determines the latent phenotype pro-
files z (blue histogram), the measured phenotype data y (red histogram) are then
derived from z via an unknown transformation g(z). WarpedLMM is then able
to reconstruct the original phenotype z by estimating the inverse transforma-
tion function f(y) = g−1(y) from the observed phenotype, genetic markers and
covariates.
4.2 Methods
WarpedLMM assumes that the genetics don’t affect the observed phenotype y,
but rather have an effect on a Gaussian-distributed latent phenotype z. In-
tuitively, the observed phenotype data y results from a non-linear distortion
function g to the latent phenotype z. Thus, in order to recover the true ge-
netic model that gives rise to z, an estimate of the inverse transformation g−1 is
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needed. In some instances, expert knowledge may help to guide the choice of suit-
able functions to approximate the true inverse g−1, which is the ideal phenotype
transformation. However, such knowledge may be subjective and misleading, or
may be missing entirely. As an alternative, we propose the Warped Linear Mixed
Model (WarpedLMM), which generalizes a number of previous approaches (Sec-
tion 4.2.1). This model extends the standard linear mixed model and allows
for assessing the fit of alternative candidate transformations using the likelihood
principle. The most probable transformation is then obtained by maximizing the
sum of the log-likelihood and a regularization term that penalizes the complex-
ity of the fitted monotonic function f . The fitted function can then be used to
obtain latent phenotypes z, which are then amenable to analysis using standard
methods.
4.2.1 WarpedLMM
We model the observed non-normal distributed phenotype yn of each individual
indexed by n by an unobserved normal distributed phenotype zn that results from
transforming yn by the monotonic function f , parameterized by ψ.
zn = f(yn;ψ). (4.1)
On the normal distributed scale, the representation zn of the phenotype is given
by the following linear mixed model:
zn = xnβ + g
?
nα+ n, (4.2)
where xn holds the covariates for individual n, β are fixed effects, g
?
n contains
the genotype of the individual at S? causal genetic loci, α are normal distributed
random genetic effects, and n is independent normal distributed noise.
Given this linear mixed model, the likelihood for the N -by-1 vector z =
f(y;ψ) of transformed phenotypes for a sample of N individuals is
z ∼ N(Xβ , σ2gCN + σ2eI), (4.3)
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where CN is the relationship matrix at the causal loci, σ
2
g is the total amount of
genetic variance and σ2e is the error noise variance.
In practice, we use a genomic relatedness matrix [Lynch and Ritland, 1999]
computed from all S genotyped common SNPs, that are pre-processed to have
zero-mean and unit-variance, stored in the N -by-S matrix G.
CN =
1
S
GGT. (4.4)
Choosing a monotonic warping function
Instead of specifying a fixed transformation, we find the optimal transformation
f ˆψ
for a given data set by maximizing the likelihood (4.3) of the transformed
phenotype over a flexible class of monotonic functions parameterized by ψ.
In the following, we consider a particular family of functions initially proposed
by Snelson et al. [2004] in the context of Gaussian process regression. For the
phenotype yn of each sample, the transformation is chosen as
f(yn;ψ) = d · yn +
I∑
i=1
ai · tanh (bi · (yn + ci)) ai ≥ 0, bi ≥ 0 d ≥ 0, ∀i
(4.5)
where ψ = (d, a1, b1, c1, . . . , aI , bI , cI).
In this equation, f is a sum over I non-linear step functions, where for each
step function with an index i, ai controls the step size, bi controls the steepness
and ci controls the location. Additionally, the parameter d is a coefficient for the
linear part (in yn) of the function.
The only parameter requiring manual setting is the number of step functions
I. We followed the recommendation in Snelson et al. [2004] and used I = 3 step
function in all of our experiments, yielding a good empirical performance.
In principle, any parametric monotonic function can be used in place of the
function suggested above. For instance, a warping function based on the popular
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Box-Cox [Box and Cox, 1964] transformation could be used as an alternative:
fBox−Cox(yn;ψ) =

yψn−1
ψ
if ψ 6= 0
ln(yn) if ψ = 0
(4.6)
This classical warping function is controlled by a single parameter, and thus
can be useful when the large number of parameters of the function proposed
above is a concern.
Parameter estimation
The model parameters are estimated by maximizing a penalized form of the
linear mixed model likelihood. By taking the logarithm of (4.3), the negative log
likelihood L for the hidden normal distributed phenotype z is obtained as
L = −log P (z |X,G) =
=
1
2
log det CN +
1
2
(z−Xβ)>C−1N (z−Xβ) +
N
2
log2pi. (4.7)
Equation 4.7 is not accounting for the fact that z is really a transformation of
the observed phenotype y. This transformation can be taken into account with
a change of variable, yielding the negative log likelihood for y as
L =
1
2
log det CN +
1
2
(f(y;ψ)−Xβ)>C−1N (f(y;ψ)−Xβ)
−
N∑
n=1
log
∂f(y;ψ)
∂y
+
N
2
log2pi. (4.8)
It’s then possible to fit the model by minimizing (4.8) with respect to the param-
eters of the model and the transformation.
Incorporating strong genetic effects
While the realized relationship matrix K can accurately capture the relatedness
between individuals in the presence of many causal variants with small effect
sizes, it doesn’t necessarily do so when the genetic signal is mostly due to a small
number of causal variants. For this reason, several approaches (Chapters 2 and
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3, citepSegura2012Efficient) have been proposed to select strong genetic effects
for inclusion in the model. Here we follow the approach presented in Chapters 2
and 3 and we perform a forward selection by iteratively adding a new variance
component representing strongest effect to the random effects term.
At iteration t the model is defined as
z ∼ N(Xβ , σ2gK +
t∑
i=1
σ2iGiG
>
i + σ
2
eI), (4.9)
where the parameters Ψ, β, σ2g, σ
2
i , σ
2
e are re-estimated each iteration.
In each iteration t, the next genotype Gt+1 with the strongest individual effect
is determined by fixed effects testing [Lippert et al., 2011] of all genetic mark-
ers against current transformed phenotype zt using the current set of variance
components σ2gK +
∑t
i=1 σ
2
iGiG
>
i + σ
2
eI as the relatedness matrix. A marker is
selected if its q-value [Storey, 2003; Storey and Tibshirani, 2003] is ≤ αFDR. The
algorithm converges when no marker achieves genome-wide significance at the
FDR specified. We used αFDR = 0.05 for all our experiments.
The genetic effects incorporated in the model at the end of this procedure can
in general be beneficial in certain tasks such as phenotype prediction. Here, we
use them only to better reconstruct the transformation function f and we don’t
take them into account while doing prediction or heritability estimation. Finally,
it’s important to notice that alternatives to the forward-selection technique can
be used to perform feature selection.
Phenotype prediction
Under this model we can predict the unobserved phenotype of a new individual
indexed by ? given its genotype alone. Given a fully observed sample of N
individuals, we can use the parameter estimates under model (4.3) to compute
the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) zˆ? of the new individual’s phenotype
on the normal distributed scale.
zˆ? = x?β + σˆ
2
gk?
(
σˆ2gK + σˆ
2
eI
)−1
(z−Xβ), (4.10)
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where x? is the vector of covariates for the new individual, the 1-by-N vector k?
is the genomic relatedness between the new individual and all individuals in the
original sample. To get an estimate yˆ? of the phenotype on the original scale, we
then apply the reverse transformation f−1 on the BLUP.
yˆ? = f
−1(zˆ? ; ψˆ). (4.11)
The reverse transformation f−1 is obtained by numerically inverting f by applying
Newton-Raphson.
Estimating heritability
We obtain an estimate of the narrow-sense heritability h2 on the normal dis-
tributed scale by computing a chip heritability hˆ2 from common genotyped mark-
ers in the linear mixed model (4.3).
hˆ2 =
σˆ2g
σˆ2e + σˆ
2
g
, (4.12)
where σˆ2g and σˆ
2
e are restricted maximum likelihood estimates of σ
2
e and σ
2
g.
4.3 Results
In this section, we investigate the practical relevance of phenotype transforma-
tions in the context of key applications of LMMs in genetics. In particular, we con-
sider both extensive simulation studies, as well as real data from human, mouse
and yeast, comparing WarpedLMM to established preprocessing approaches for
phenotypes, such as Box-Cox transformations or rank transformations, in combi-
nation with a standard LMM, demonstrating that WarpedLMM more accurately
recovers the true underlying warping functions.
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4.3.1 Narrow-sense heritability estimation and out-of-sample
phenotype prediction
4.3.1.1 Simulations
First, to verify the the accuracy of the transformations recovered by WarpedLMM,
we considered simulated data. In an effort to consider representative settings, we
used genotype data from the HapMap project [Gibbs et al., 2003] and simulated
phenotypes from a broad range of alternative genetic models. We considered vari-
able proportions of variance explained by genotype, altered the number of causal
variants, the observed sample size and the type and magnitude of the pheno-
type transformation (interpolating between a linear function and an exponential
transformation); see also Figure 4.1 for data from a typical simulation experi-
ment. In each simulation, we sample an h2 from {0.1, 0.20, 0.40, 0.70, 0.9} (as
done in [Zaitlen and Kraft, 2012]), we sample the number of causal variants from
{5, 20, 100, 500, 1000}, the number of samples from {200, 400, 600, 800, 1000}, the
variance explained by covariates from {0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.70, 0.9} (we can then re-
cover the noise level conditioned on h2, and the covariates variance). Finally we
pick a transformation f(y) from the set of transformations used in Valdar et al.
[2006]. We then transform the phenotype as z = t·y+(1−t)f(y). Where t is a pa-
rameter that determines the intensity of the transformation and is sampled from
{0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.0}. We repeated this simulation procedure 50, 000 times
in order to have a sufficiently large sample size to investigate all the regimes
described above.
WarpedLMM was used to recover the initial untransformed phenotype data,
followed by a standard mixed model to estimate narrow-sense heritability. For
comparison, we also considered heritability estimates obtained by applying a
linear mixed model to the untransformed data (LMM) [Yang et al., 2011; Zaitlen
and Kraft, 2012], or to phenotype data that have been preprocessed using the
popular Box-Cox transformation (Box-CoxLMM) [Ahn et al., 2010; Chiu et al.,
2005; Huang et al., 2007; McCauley et al., 2005; Tian et al., 2011].
When comparing the estimated heritability to the simulated truth, most meth-
ods tended to underestimate heritability in difficult regimes, which is in line with
previous findings [Speed et al., 2012]. Poor performance is found for strongly
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of alternative linear mixed-model approaches for estimat-
ing the genetic proportion of phenotype variability (narrow-sense heritability, h2).
Shown is the difference between the estimated and the true genetic proportion of
variance for 50,000 simulated experiments, stratified by different simulation set-
tings: (a), variable simulated heritability, (b), considering alternative numbers
of causal variants, (c), for variable numbers of samples and (d), different extents
of the non-linearity of the true simulated transformation. For each parameter,
the remaining simulation settings remained constant with the default parame-
ters being highlighted in red bold face font. Heritability estimates were obtained
either using WarpedLMM fitting, Box-Cox preprocessed LMM and a standard
linear mixed model.
heritable traits (Figure 4.2a), when the numbers of causal SNPs was small [Ryoo
and Lee, 2013] (Figure 4.2b), the dataset had low sample size (Figure 4.2c) or
when true phenotype transformations was strongly non-linear (Figure 4.2d).
Across these regimes, Box-Cox as preprocessing approach improved the ac-
curacy of heritability estimates compared to a standard linear mixed model. A
further improvement, however, was achieved by WarpedLMM which reduced the
variance of heritability estimates compared to the true values. We confirmed the
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of alternative linear mixed-model approaches for esti-
mating the genetic contribution to phenotype variability (narrow sense heritabil-
ity, h2). In this particular experiment we considered a different transformation
(z =
√
y2) and included comparisons to a rank-based transformation and a sim-
pler version of the WarpedLMM model which incorporates genetic information
with a full rank kernel only (realized relationship matrix). Legend: LMM, Box-
Cox, WarpedLMM, WarpedLMM with full RRM only, Rank transformation
performance of WarpedLMM for a different non-linear phenotype transforma-
tion and further compared it to additional alternative methods, including rank-
based transformations as preprocessing [Baranzini et al., 2009; Himes et al., 2009;
Kathiresan et al., 2007; Wallace et al., 2008] (Figure 4.3).
4.3.1.2 Analysis of data from yeast
Next, we considered a study on a F2 yeast cross [Bloom et al., 2013], to under-
stand the implication of phenotype transformation in a well-powered study with
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highly heritable traits. Figure 4.4a shows narrow-sense heritability estimates
using a standard linear mixed model versus heritability estimates using transfor-
mations fitted by WarpedLMM. These methods results in significantly deviating
heritability estimates (paired t-test, α = 0.05) for 17 phenotypes (38%), for most
of which WarpedLMM estimated a larger fraction of genetic variance than the
standard approach (11 of 17, 65%). This suggest that even phenotypes obtained
in a controlled lab environment tend to be subject to transformations, leading
to both overestimation and underestimation of the narrow-sense heritability. To
validate the genetic models derived using WarpedLMM, we performed out-of-
sample phenotype prediction using both a WarpedLMM and a standard LMM
(Figure 4.4c). Reassuringly, the WarpedLMM model consistently yielded supe-
rior prediction accuracy, irrespective of whether the estimated heritability was
larger or smaller than those obtained using a standard LMM (Figure 4.6a).
4.3.1.3 Analysis of data from mouse
Next, we revisited an association study in a structured mouse population [Val-
dar et al., 2006]. In the original analysis, the authors manually defined inverse
phenotype transformation for each of the 47 phenotypes considered. While this
process was guided by an initial Box-Cox fit, the authors performed further man-
ual tuning of the resulting function for each phenotype independently. Here, we
compared a linear mixed model on untransformed phenotypes (LMM) to esti-
mates derived using WarpedLMM. Covariates such as age, gender, body weight,
litter number and cage density were included as fixed effects in both models.
As shown in Figure4.4b, the two models considered yielded significantly (t-
test, pv ≤ 0.05) different heritability estimates for 18 of the phenotypes (0.38%),
supporting the results we obtained in the simulations and the yeast dataset. For
17 out of 18 phenotypes (0.94%), WarpedLMM found higher heritability than
a standard LMM. We further validated these findings by comparing the LMM
and the WarpedLMM in an out-of-sample prediction task. Again, WarpedLMM
consistently improved out-of-sample prediction accuracy over a standard LMM
(Figure 4.4d), even when the estimated heritability was lower (Figure 4.6a), sug-
gesting that appropriate phenotype transformations are needed to void overfitting
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in applications of mixed models. Finally, we compared the fitted transformations
of WarpedLMM model to those manually derived in Valdar et al. [2006]. The
transformations recovered by WarpedLMM were consistently in the same func-
tional class as those reported by Valdar et al. [2006] (linear, logarithmic, etc.),
however with slight differences in parametrization (Figure 4.5).
In summary, the results in yeast and mouse studies provide confidence that
WarpedLMM model yields a better fit to phenotype data in a broad range of
settings, resulting in more reliable parameter estimates and improved prediction.
4.3.2 Phenotype preprocessing for genome-wide associa-
tion studies
Analogously to narrow-sense heritability estimation and prediction, WarpedLMM
can be used to define quantitative traits for analysis in GWAS. To investigate
this, we revisited genotype and phenotype data from the Northern Finnish birth
cohort [Sabatti et al., 2009]. We considered four related metabolic traits [Rid-
ker et al., 2005] (high density lipoprotein, low density lipoprotein, triglycerides
and C-reactive protein) that have previously been considered for pairwise genetic
analysis [Korte et al., 2012] and joint analysis of all four traits [Zhou et al., 2013].
Previous investigations using the same data have considered a range of alter-
native normalization procedure to estimate the hidden phenotype variables. In
the initial publication, Sabatti et al. [2009] the authors considered a log trans-
formation of some phenotypes (triglycerides, CRP) while leaving the remaining
phenotypes (HDL, LDL) on the original scale. To avoid the need to decide upon
an explicit transformation, authors of follow-up studies have considered semi-
parametric transformation approaches Zhou and Stephens [2013], employing a
three-step procedure which consisted of rank transforming the phenotype, regress-
ing out the covariates and rank transforming the residuals again. This approach
assumes that the genotype explains only a small portion of the variance and hence
”Gaussianizing” phenotype data on the null model is valid. In the following, we
assessed whether this assumption is valid for this particular dataset by compar-
ing the transformations recovered by WarpedLMM and by the semi-parametric
approach just described.
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Phenotype WarpedLMM LMM
High density lipoprotein 0.06± 0.02 0.035± 0.01
Low density lipoprotein 0.05± 0.02 0.04± 0.02
Triglycerides 0.14± 0.04 0.13± 0.03
C-reactive protein 0.08± 0.03 0.02± 0.02
Table 4.1: Out of sample r2 computed over 10 random train/test splits on the
human dataset. Shown are the average and the standard error computed over
different test sets.
Indeed, we observed striking correlations between the p-values when applying
a standard mixed model to phenotype data preprocessed using WarpedLMM and
the non-parametric approach (ρ = 0.99±0.01, Figure 4.9). In contrast, using non-
normalized phenotypes resulted in a substantial loss of power (Figure 4.9). For
instance, for LDL the LMM on untransformed phenotypes yielded 7 associations
at genome-wide significance level 5 × 10−8, whereas WarpedLMM preprocessing
identified 9 associations. With the exception of the CRP phenotypes (3 associ-
ations irrespective of the processing approach), the same trend was observed for
the remaining phenotypes (triglycerides: 8 vs 10 associations, HDL: 3 versus 10
associations).
Furthermore, separate application of WarpedLMM to each of the 4 phenotypes
increased pairwise correlations structure between phenotypes, which is key for
multivariate linear mixed models Korte et al. [2012]; Zhou et al. [2013] (4.8).
Finally, we validated the full genetic model implied by WarpedLMM using
out-of-sample phenotype prediction. Importantly, the transformations functions
fit by WarpedLMM can be inverted, thus permitting to assess prediction accuracy
on the natural scale, which is not possible for rank-based methods. In comparison
with a naive mixed model ignoring phenotype transformation, we observed a con-
sistent improvement in out-of-sample prediction when employing WarpedLMM,
suggesting that it accurately models the phenotype data (Table 4.1). Overall,
these experiments support that WarpedLMM can be used as robust preprocess-
ing approach for GWAS.
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4.4 Discussion
Although preprocessing methods are widely used in practice to invert an unknown
phenotype transformation [Ahn et al., 2010; Baranzini et al., 2009; Chiu et al.,
2005; Goh and Yap, 2009; Himes et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2007; Kathiresan
et al., 2007; McCauley et al., 2005; Servin and Stephens, 2007; Stephens, 2013;
Tian et al., 2011; Wallace et al., 2008; Zhou and Stephens, 2013], so far there has
been no principled approach to assess alternative transformations.
Here, we have shown how the classical linear mixed model can be extended to
learn phenotype transformations from the observed data itself. In experiments,
we found that the resulting warped linear mixed model significantly improves the
accuracy and robustness in several different types of genetic analyses. Although
an important application of WarpedLMM is the generation of transformed pheno-
types for downstream analysis, we emphasize that the model is much more than
just another normalization procedure. The objective function of the model can
be derived from first principles, resulting in an extension of the mixed model to
balance the data likelihood and the complexity of the fitted transformation (Sec-
tion 4.2.1). As a result, our approach is ideal for use in combination with major
applications of the linear mixed model, including GWAS, heritability estimation
and phenotype prediction.
When applied to studies in yeast and mouse, we found that WarpedLMM
results in an overall increase of the proportion of variance that could be attributed
to genetic factors. Although in a minority of traits the heritability estimates
decreased, we note that the model yielded consistent improvements for out-of-
sample prediction. This shows that inappropriate phenotype transformations
can lead to overoptimistic heritability estimates and overfitting, a fact that has
previously been noted by others [Ryoo and Lee, 2013]. Remarkably, although the
WarpedLMM model has a larger number of parameters, the model did not overfit
even when applied to datasets with smaller sample sizes (Figure 2a).
Although we have focused on a the most established tasks in genetic analy-
sis, WarpedLMM can easily be used in more specialized tasks. For example, the
model can be combined with multi locus mixed models [Rakitsch et al., 2013; Se-
gura et al., 2012], mixed models that jointly consider multiple phenotypes [Korte
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et al., 2012; Zhou and Stephens, 2013] or expression quantitative trait loci studies
(Chapters 2 and 3, Kang et al. [2008a]; Listgarten et al. [2010]).
WarpedLMM finds the transformation function while jointly taking into ac-
count all the available covariates and the genotype data. This joint approach
helps to ensure that the model residuals are Gaussian distributed, rather than
the phenotype itself. This has been recognized in previous work by Zhou and
Stephens [2013], where the authors employ an ad-hoc but accurate three-step
procedure, comprising of rank transforming the phenotype, regressing out the
covariates and rank transforming the residuals again. While this approach is
similar in spirit to WarpedLMM, it assumes that the genotype explains only a
small portion of the variance and hence ”Gaussianizing” phenotype data on the
null model is valid. While this is reasonable for some analyses, deviations from
this assumption remain a concern, as discussed in Stephens [2013]. Our approach
is able to overcome these limitations by a principled jointly modeling approach,
taking the effect of covariates and genotype data into account.
Finally, we note that there may be scenarios where also WarpedLMM does
not achieve optimal results. Similar to other existing methods, the model learns
a transformation but assumes that that the noise level in the transformed pheno-
type space is constant. This assumption may be violated for special data types
such as count data or binary phenotypes. In such instances, it will remain appro-
priate to use generalized linear mixed models with non-Gaussian likelihood mod-
els that incorporate stronger assumptions about the nature of the data. However,
the breadth of phenotype data being generated is increasing at a rapid rate and
the majority is quantitative with an unknown underlying scale. In these instances
there are clear advantages of the WarpedLMM model: the model allows for the
robust and failure safe analysis of a broad spectrum of phenotypes without the
need to develop specialized methods or revert to manual processing steps. This
will open new opportunities to analyze data from high-throughput phenotyping
platforms.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented an extension of the linear mixed model frame-
work that estimates an optimal transformation from the observed data. In exten-
sive simulations and applications to real data from human, mouse and yeast we
have shown that using transformations inferred by our model leads to increased
power in genome-wide association studies and higher accuracy in heritability es-
timates and phenotype predictions.
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(c) LMM out-of-sample r2 vs WarpedLMM out-
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(d) LMM out-of-sample r2 vs WarpedLMM out-
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Figure 4.4: Comparative analysis of WarpedLMM and a standard LMM on the
yeast and mouse datasets. Panels (a) and (b) show comparative estimates of
the heritability using a linear mixed model on the untransformed phenotype ver-
sus the heritability estimates obtained by WarpedLMM. Empirical error bars
were obtained from 10 bootstrap replicates, using 90 % of the data in each repli-
cate. Significant differences are colored in red (paired t-test, α = 0.05). (a) hˆ2
estimated by a LMM on the untransformed data and by WarpedLMM for the
yeast dataset. (b) hˆ2 estimated by a LMM on the untransformed data and by
WarpedLMM for the mouse dataset. Panels (c) and (d) show out-of-sample pre-
diction accuracy assessed by the squared correlation coefficient r2, considering
either a linear mixed model on the untransformed data (LMM) and a warped
linear mixed model (WarpedLMM), for (c) yeast and (d) mouse. Prediction
accuracies were assessed from 10 random train-test splits. Phenotypes with sig-
nificant deviations in prediction accuracy of the LMM and the WarpedLMM are
highlighted in red (paired t-test, pv ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the transformation recovered by WarpedLMM and the
transformation found manually in Valdar et al. [2006]. In the original study on
mouse, the authors first applied a Box-Cox transformation then manually tuned
the resulting function. In all 4 phenotypes shown here, WarpedLMM and the
manual transformations appear to belong to the same class (log, exp, etc.) of
functions, with some minor differences in parametrizations and complexity.
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(a) Difference in hˆ2 vs difference in r2 in the yeast
dataset
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(b) Difference in hˆ2 vs difference in r2 in the
mouse dataset
Figure 4.6: Comparison of narrow-sense heritability estimates and out-of-sample
r2 in the yeast and mouse datasets. The x-axis represents the difference in esti-
mated heritability between the WarpedLMM and a LMM. The y-axis represents
the difference in out of sample r2. This means that for every point on the right
of the vertical line, the WarpedLMM found more heritability than the LMM.
Similarly, for every point above the horizontal line, the WarpedLMM had a bet-
ter out-of-sample prediction performance than a LMM. Both these plots show
that even in cases where the estimated heritability is lower, the out-of-sample
prediction performance of the WarpedLMM is better than the LMM’s.
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(a) CRP (b) LDL
(c) HDL (d) TRI
Figure 4.7: Comparison of the transformation described in Zhou and Stephens
[2013] and the transformation obtained by WarpedLMM. For all the 4 phenotypes
considered, the two methods find qualitatively very similar transformations. The
main difference between the two functions is that the rank transformation seems
to produce multiple functions (multiple blue lines). This is a consequence of the
two-step procedure used (rank transform the phenotype, subtract off covariates,
rank transform again).
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(b) Applying the transformation found by WarpedLMM
Figure 4.8: Correlations between phenotypes in the human dataset. The 4
different phenotypes (High density lipoprotein, low-density lipoprotein, tryglyc-
erides and C-reactive protein) are all biomarkers for cardiovascular diseases and
are all known to have some degree of correlation between them [Arena et al.,
2006]. While performing our analyses, we noticed that independently transform-
ing the phenotypes with WarpedLMM resulted in a general increase in the inter-
phenotype correlations. This is not only more aligned to our prior beliefs, but
it also has the potential to uncover new interesting biological findings. For in-
stance, performing a univariate GWAS on the HDL phenotype with WarpedLMM
resulted in significant (pv ≤ 5× 10−8) associations (rs1811472 on chr1) found in
the CRP cis region . Interestingly, not only these associations were not signif-
icant in an analysis with a LMM, but additionally they were not significantly
associated to the CRP phenotype itself.
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(a) High density lipoprotein (b) Low density lipoprotein
(c) Triglycerides (d) C-reactive protein
Figure 4.9: Comparison of p-values obtained from a parametric rank transforma-
tion regressing out covariates ( Zhou and Stephens [2013]) and WarpedLMM. The
plots show the −log10(p-values) of the method described in Zhou et al. [2013] on
the x-axis versus the −log10(p-values) obtained when using WarpedLMM (solid
blue circles) and a LMM (empty black circles). All the methods considered gave
well-calibrated p-values with genomic controls of 1.00± 0.01
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and future work
5.1 Conclusions
One of the key contributions of this thesis has been the development of proba-
bilistic latent variable models an their application to eQTL studies. In particular,
in Chapter 2 we have presented a model that takes into account prominent ge-
netic regulators while determining hidden factors acting on the gene expression
profiles. This development is particularly important if considered in the context
of previous approaches to correct for confounding influences in eQTL studies. In
these methods, the effect of the genotype was largely ignored while estimating the
confounders. This led to an improvement in the detection of cis associations, but
a significant loss of power when detecting trans associations. In Chapter 2 and
in the related paper, we have identified this problem on a multitude of datasets
and proposed a joint probabilistic model to correct for it. While the approach
we developed was extremely expressive, we had to face a significant number of
modelling challenges. In particular we had to control model complexity and ac-
count for the effect of sparse genetic regulators while mantaining computational
tractability even for large datasets.
In Chapter 3 we have extended the model of Chapter 2 to identify genotype-
by-enviroment interactions. While this is common practice in cases in which
the environmental condition is carefully measured and controlled, we have shown
that our approach can correctly identify unmeasured enviromental factors from
the gene expression data alone. Once learnt, these variables can then be used
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in genetic analyses to investigate interactions between environmental factors and
genotype with a regulatory effect on gene expression traits. Chapter 3 extends
the the work we have presented in Chapter 2 in two different ways. First, we have
introduced a systematic approach to test for GxE interactions while accounting
for the effect of unknown environments. Second, we have shown how accounting
for significant GxE interactions can further refine the statistical testing of eQTLs.
In Chapter 4 we tackled the problem of noise model misspecification in genome-
wide association studies. A limiting assumption of linear mixed models is that
the model residuals are Gaussian distributed, a requirement that rarely holds in
practice. We have shown that violations of this assumption lead to false con-
clusions and losses in power. To mitigate this problem, it is common practice
to pre-process the phenotypic values to make them as Gaussian as possible, for
instance by applying logarithmic or other non-linear transformations. Unfor-
tunately, different phenotypes require different transformations, and choosing a
”good” transformation is in general challenging and subjective. For this reason
we have derived and presented a latent variable model that learns the transfor-
mation from the observed data itself. In extensive simulations and applications
to real data from human, mouse and yeast we showed that using transformations
inferred by our model leads to increased power in genome-wide association studies
and higher accuracy in heritability estimates and phenotype predictions.
5.2 Future work
The work presented in this thesis could benefit from a series of extensions.
In Chapter 2, we assumed the mapping function between the latent space
and the observed space (the gene expression levels) to be linear. Ideally, one
should allow this function to be non-linear, leading to more expressive models.
Given that the model presented in Chapter 2 is a Gaussian process latent variable
model [Lawrence, 2005] and that this family of models allows to non-linearize the
mappings using Gaussian processes, this extension can be very easily obtained.
Additionally, in section 2.2 we derived the marginal likelihood by starting from
the generative model, placing a spherical Gaussian prior on the weights and in-
tegrating them out. Instead of seeking maximum a posteriori solutions for the
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latent variables, it would be desirable to also marginalise the latent variables
and to optimize with respect to the hyperparameters introduced. Unfortunately
this leads to an intractable marginal likelihood. Titsias and Lawrence [2010] (see
also [Hensman et al., 2013] for a different derivation) have proposed a variational
approach in which the likelihood has the form of a reduced rank Gaussian pro-
cess. This approximation is derived by introducing M additional input/output
pairs to the Gaussian process function. These so called inducing inputs are then
optimized alongside the other model parameters. This approximate Bayesian
approach has been shown [Titsias and Lawrence, 2010] to outperform the MAP
derivation presented in [Lawrence, 2005], so it would be of great interest to extend
the PANAMA model in this direction. For instance, the approach described here
allows a much more robust method for automatic relevance determination than
the one described in section 2.2.5, because of the Bayesian treatment of X.
In Chapter 3 we mainly focussed on the detection of GxE interactions in
the context of genome-wide association studies. Recently, there has been a lot
of interest in models that can estimate the proportion of phenotypic variance
explained by the genetics [Speed et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2011] and by environ-
mental factors [Valdar et al., 2006]. GxE interactions have been investigated in
this context before [Valdar et al., 2006], but only when the environmental con-
dition was explicitly measured and carefully controlled. Our approach allows to
perform this type of study using potentially any type of high-dimensional molec-
ular measurement (for example gene expression levels) to infer the environmental
factors even when they are unknown a priori.
Finally, in Chapter 4 we presented a warped linear mixed model targeted to
the analysis of univariate traits. Given the recent interest in the joint analysis
of multiple traits, it would be desirable to extend WarpedLMM to include one
warping function for each phenotype. Alternatively, this type of warped model
could be investigated in conjuction with linear GP-LVMs [Lawrence, 2005] to
perform linear dimensionality reduction with non-Gaussian distributed residuals.
More in general, probabilistic models such as the ones presented in this the-
sis can be easily extended and augmented to incorporate additional information.
Similarly to what we have done in Chapter 3, where we have extended the model
presented in Chapter 2 to additionally capture interactions between the genotype
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and the environment, it’s possible to easily build joint models that account for het-
erogeneous sources of information. In this thesis, we have considered relatively
simple probabilistic latent variable models, consisting of only one set of latent
variables and thus having a “shallow” architecture. Thanks to the increase in
computational capabilities and to advances in approximate inference techniques
[Hensman et al., 2013], it’s now possible go beyond these shallow architectures
and build hierarchical latent variable models, consisting of many layers of latent
variables connected to each other [Damianou and Lawrence, 2013]. These “deep”
architectures have proven to be extremely effective in automatically extracting
features that explain the structure of the observed data. In this thesis, we have
analyzed genotypes, gene expression and, indirectly, environmental factors. In
principle, many other types of data, such as epigenomes or even images and clin-
ical charts can be included at different levels of a deep architecture. Similarly to
what we have observed in Chapter 3, where the inclusion of genotype-environment
interactions in the model resulted in an improved reconstruction of the latent en-
vironmental factors, these joint models that incorporate multiple heterogeneous
sources of data will allow to develop a much deeper understanding of the factors
influencing disease risk. Of course, these expressive models also come with a
unique set of challenges. First, they are extremely computationally expensive,
and thus require the use of approximate inference techniques [Hensman et al.,
2013] that often need to be finetuned for each task or dataset analyzed. Second,
the inclusion of several different types of data, each with a potentially different
likelihood, can make it difficult to identify a good loss function to minimize during
learning. To give an example, if the goal is to find a link between a clinical image
(PET scan, X-ray, etc.) and the genotype of an individual, the model would have
strike a balance between correctly reconstructing the image (a generative task)
and correctly classifying which genetic variant is responsible for the presence of a
feature in the image (a discriminative task). Despite these challenges, the move
towards deeper architectures is likely to result in richer, more expressive models
that better capture the complex mechanisms underlying diseases.
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Appendix A
Datasets
A.1 Yeast datasets.
A.1.1 eQTL studies
We used the yeast expression dataset from Smith et al. Smith and Kruglyak [2008]
(GEO accession number GSE9376), which consists of 5,493 probes measured in
109 segregants derived from a cross between BY and RM. The authors provided
the genotypes, which consisted of 2,956 genotyped loci. The dataset does not
contain any covariates.
An association was defined as cis if the location of the SNP and the location
of the opening reading frame (ORF) of the gene were within 10kb, and trans
otherwise. In order to validate the associations found, we also used data from
Brem et al. Brem et al. [2002] (GEO accession number GSE1990), which consisted
of 7,084 probes and 2,956 genotyped loci in 112 segregants. For the purpose of
comparison, we defined cis associations in the same way as we did for the previous
dataset.
Preprocessing The binary genetic markers have not been preprocessed. Log
expression levels of all 5,493 probes were used without any reduction but shifted
to zero mean.
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A.1.2 Heritability estimation
We used the yeast genotype and phenotype data from Bloom et al. [2013]. This
dataset contains genetic information for 1,008 yeast segregants from a BY/RM
cross, with a total of 11,623 markers. The phenotypes are fitness traits profiled
in 46 different environment conditions.
A.1.3 Yeastract.
We used data from Yeastract [Teixeira et al., 2006], which contains information
about the regulatory network between 185 transcription factors and 6,298 genes.
Out of these 189 transcription factors, we selected the 129 TFs that had a poly-
morphism in the vicinity (10kb) of the coding region.
A.2 Mouse datasets
A.2.1 eQTL studies
We used the data described in Schadt Schadt et al. [2005], consisting of 23,698
expression measurements and 137 genotyped loci for 111 F2 mouse lines.
A.2.2 GWAS and heritability estimation
We used mouse data from Valdar et al. [2006]. This dataset contains between
1700 and 1940 samples (depending on phenotype missingness), 10,132 markers
and 47 phenotypes.
A.3 Human datasets
A.3.1 eQTL studies
We used the dataset from Myers et al. [2007] (GEO accession number GSE8919),
which consists of 14,078 transcripts and 366,140 SNPs genotyped on 193 human
samples.
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A.3.2 GWAS and heritability estimation
We used the data from Sabatti et al. [2009] and applied the same filtering criteria
described in Zhou et al. [2013]. This resulted in 5,255 individuals and 328,517
SNPs.
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